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he Centre has mobilised 50
T
companies, 25 each from
the Central Reserve Police
Force (CRPF) and the Border
Security Force (BSF) for
deployment in Jammu and
Kashmir (J&K) in the wake of
a spurt in violence against
minorities and migrant labourers being fuelled by the terror
affiliates of Pakistan’s covert
agency
Inter-Ser vices
Intelligence (ISI) to foment
terrorism in the Valley.
The latest mobilisation also
coincides with Intelligence
reports suggesting that the ISI
has distributed over 3,000
Afghan SIMs in Pakistan
Occupied Kashmir (POK) and
it is suspected that the notorious spy agency could be using
these SIMs for facilitating both
Pakistani terrorists as well as
pushing Afghan mujahideens
into the Valley to stoke violence
with a renewed bid to unsettle

0Q^Pc\P]^]PbWXZPaPQ^PcRPcRWTbUXbWPc3P[;PZTX]BaX]PVPa^]Bd]SPh

the security scenario in the
areas in this side of the Line of
Control (LoC).
The Afghan SIMs could
come in handy to the Pakistan
ISI-military complex to deny its

inherent role in the terrorist
action in J&K, sources said.
Pakistan has been unnerved
by the abrogation of Article 370
and bifurcation of the erstwhile
State of J&K into two Union

-DPPX3RRQFK1+WKURZQ
RSHQWRWUDIILFDIWHUGD\V
Jammu: The regular traffic on
the Jammu-Poonch National
Highway was thrown open
after 17 days on Sunday even as
the joint teams of security
forces continue to track down
the footprints of the terrorists
hiding in the thickly-forested
belt of Bhata Duriyan in
Mendhar tehsil of Poonch.
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an effort to sustain the
Ithenmomentum
of self-reliance,
stealth-guided missile
destroyer Visakhapatnam was
delivered to the Indian Navy.
The highly sophisticated warship was built by the public sector Mazgaon Docks Limited
(MDL), Mumbai.
At present, nearly 40 warships of various categories and
tonnage and submarines are
under various stages of construction in the Indian docks.
This has helped the Indian
industry be it big or small gain
access to niche technology and
know-how.
Giving
details
of
Visakhapatnam, navy officials
said here on Sunday it is the
lead ship of Project 15B stealth
guided missile destroyers being
built at Mazgaon Docks
Limited (MDL). The ship was
delivered to the Indian Navy on
October 28. The contract for
four ships of Project 15B, as the
Visakhapatnam class ships are
known, was signed in January
2011. This project is follow-on
of the Kolkata class (Project
15A) destroyers commissioned

?C8

The traffic between Bhimber
Gali in Mendhar and Jeran Wali
Gali in Surankote was suspended on October 14, the day
four Indian Army men were
killed in action during a massive
search operation in the area.
According to official
sources, the decision to open
up the traffic was taken after

assessing the ground situation,
especially the ongoing counterterrorist operations in the area.
Since October 11, nine
Indian soldiers including two
Junior Commissioner Officers
attained martyrdom during
intense firefight between them
and the terrorists hiding in
the area.
PNS
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in the last decade.
Designed by Directorate of
Naval Design, Indian Navy’s inhouse design organisation and
built by the MDL, the four
ships are christened after major
cities from all four corners of
the countr y including
Visakhapatnam, Mormugao,
Imphal and Surat.
The keel of Visakhapatnam
was laid in October 2013 and
the ship was launched in April
2015. The design has largely
maintained the hull form,
propulsion machinery, many
platform equipment and major
weapons and sensors as the
Kolkata class to benefit from
series production.
Continued on Page 2
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n average 31 children comA
mitted suicide daily in
India in 2020, according to
18 per cent rise from 9,613 such
deaths in 2019 and 21 per cent
rise from 9,413 in 2018.
‘Family Problems’ (4,006),
‘Love Affairs’ (1,337) and
‘Illness’ (1,327) were the main
causes of suicide among children (below 18 years of age).
Ideological causes or hero wor-
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eaders of the world’s biggest
L
economies made a compromise commitment Sunday
to reach carbon neutrality “by
or around mid-century” as
they wrapped up a two-day
summit that was laying the
groundwork for the UN
Climate conference in Glasgow,
Scotland.
According to the final
communique, the Group of 20
leaders also agreed to end public financing for coal-fired
power generation abroad, but
set no target for phasing out
coal domestically — a clear nod
to coal-dependent countries
including China and India and
a blow to Britain which had
hoped for more solid commitments ahead of the Glasgow
meeting.
Earlier in the day, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi visited the famous Trevi Fountain
here along with other world
leaders on the sidelines of the
G20 summit.
The fountain is one of the
most visited monuments of
Italy and is loved by tourists.
The historical fountain has
drawn many filmmakers to it,
who in turn, have popularised
the Baroque art-styled monu-
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ment as the epitome of a place
of romance.
"#G20 Heads of Delegation
start the 2nd day of the
#G20RomeSummit with a walk
to a symbolic place of the city:
Trevi Fountain, one of the
world’s most beautiful fountains and famous for the traditional coin toss. #G20Italy,"
G20 Italy tweeted on Sunday.
Standing 26.3 metres high
and 49.15 metres wide, it is the

largest Baroque fountain in
the city and one of the most
famous fountains in the world.
The delegation also threw
a coin from over their shoulder
in the fountain, according to a
video released by the G20 Italy.
It is believed that if you throw
a coin over your shoulder into
the water of the fountain, you
will be sure to return
to Rome.
Continued on Page 2
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ndia’s killer highways will be
Inificant
lot more safe now. In a sigstep towards prevention of road casualties, the
Ministry of Road Transport
and Highways (MoRTH) has
rectified 60 per cent of the
‘black spots’ on National
Highways (NH) across the
country where more than
28,000 fatalities took place in
road accidents in the last three
years.
Altogether, 2,415 (60.43
per cent) of the 3,996 black
spots have been rectified, the
Ministry said. According to the
data, among States, the maximum fatalities were recorded in
Tamil Nadu (TN) at 4,408 and
Uttar Pradesh (UP) at 4,218.
NHAI officials said rectifi-
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Government data, with experts
underlining that the Covid-19
pandemic may have accentuated the psychological trauma
faced by the young ones to a
great extent.
According to the National
Crime Records Bureau
(NCRB) data, 11,396 children
committed suicide in 2020, an

Territories of J&K and Ladakh
in August 2019, they said.
The 50 companies (over
5,000 personnel) have been
detailed for deployment for
security duties and to augment the law order roles of the
police, according to the recent
order from the J&K Police
headquarters.
Out of the 50 companies, as
many as 30 companies (CRPF11 companies and BSF- 19
companies) have been allocated for Srinagar district alone
followed by five companies for
Anantnag and three companies
each for Ganderbal, Pulwama
and Shopian.
Continued on Page 2
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shipping, unemployment, parents’ bankruptcy and drug
abuse were other reasons
behind suicide by some children.
Prabhat Kumar, Deputy
Director — Child Protection,
Save the Children, said the pandemic and the resultant school
closures and social isolation
coupled with anxiety among
elders have further aggravated
the issue of mental health and
brought it to the forefront.
"While we as a society are
cognisant of tangibles such as
education and physical health
for building national human
capital, emotional well-being or
psycho-social support often
takes a back seat. The successively increasing number of suicides among children reflects a
systemic failure.
Continued on Page 2

cations started 2019 onwards
on the ‘black spots’, which are
a stretch of NHs of about 500
metres where either five road
accidents took place in three
calendar years or 10 fatalities
(in all three years combined).
The road accidents considered for qualifying a stretch
as a black spot include both
causing fatalities and grievous
injuries, according to MoRTH.
According to the data available with the National
Highways Authority of India
(NHAI), a total of 57,329 accidents took place in the 3,996
‘black spots’ on NHs in which
28,765 people were killed.

As per MoRTH officials,
Delhi had 31 black spots which
resulted in 772 crashes and 270
fatalities during the period.
A maximum of 496 black
spots are in TN, followed by
West Bengal 450, Karnataka
408, Andhra Pradesh 357,
Telangana 336 and UP 327.
"A total of C4,512 crore has
been spent in rectifying these
black spots which led to 57,329
road crashes in 2016, 2017
and 2018," the NHAI said.
“A total of 3,996 black
spots have been identified on
NHs maintained by the NHAI
on available accident data of
year 2015 to 2018. During
2019-20, 729 black spots were
rectified, while during 2020-21
as many as 1,103 black spots
were rectified. During 2021-22
up to September 2021, 583
black spots have been rectified.
The target up to March 2022 is
790 black spots and the target
for 2022-23 is 791 black spots,”
the NHAI mentioned.
The NHAI’s regional office,
Chennai, spent the maximum
C997.40 crore among States
and rectified 166 such black
spots, while Bengaluru stood
second on the list with C732.69
crore expenditure.
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s North India goes into celA
ebration mode with the
onset of a string of festivals like
Diwali, Dhanteras, Bhaidooj,
Chath Puja from this week, the
Government is keeping its finger crossed and hoping that
Covid cases do not surge due
to the laxity of people in following Covid-19 appropriate
behaviour. It has warned the
people not to lower guard and
adopt all Covid appropriate
behaviour.
The officials said 48 districts need to be taken up for
vaccination on a priority basis
particularly ahead of the festival period as there are fears that
cases might spike during the
festival times as had happened
in the cases of Kerala and
Kolkata.
The Covid cases in these
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two States had risen at alarming rate after Onam and Durga
Puja respectively.
In the meantime, Prime
Minister Narendra Modi has
decided to hold on November
3 a review meeting with the
District Magistrates of the districts which have reported low
vaccination coverage.
The Government has initiated "har ghar dastak" drive in
these 48 districts in twelve
States to ramp up vaccine numbers. Almost half of them are in

the Northeast region while the
highest number of such districts
is in Jharkhand where Covid
vaccination percentage is very
low i.e. less than 50 per cent.
These forty-eight districts
in 13 States with Covid vaccine
first dose coverage ranging
from 16.1-49.9 per cent will be
targeted in the first leg of a
door-to-door vaccination campaign. In Jharkhand, 10 of the
24 districts figure in the lowcoverage list.
Continued on Page 2
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s Congress on Sunday
A
remembered former Prime
Minister Indira Gandhi for
her lifelong dedication and
service to the nation on her
37th death anniversary, Rahul
Gandhi also posted a threeminute video on social media
recollecting the day his grandmother died in 1984.
An emotional Rahul
Gandhi narrated how he lost
one of his mothers as Indira
Gandhi was his second mom,
"supermom", and used to protect him when his father Rajiv
Gandhi got angry. The video
shows a young Rahul crying at
Indira Gandhi’s last rites.
"That morning before she
died she told me don’t cry if
something happens to me. I
didn’t understand what she
meant. And 2-3 hours later, she
was dead. She sort of sensed

that she would be killed. And
everybody in the house also
knew it," Rahul says in the
video posted on his YouTube
channel.
That day was the second

most difficult day of my life,
said Rahul, and also explained
why he was hiding his face in
the video. Because his grandmother had told him not to cry.
Continued on Page 2
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aryana Government on
Sunday imposed a ban
with immediate effect on the
sale or use of all kinds of firecrackers in 14 of its districts in
the national capital region
(NCR) while restrictions were
imposed in other parts of the
state.
“There will be a total ban
against sale or use of all kinds
of firecrackers in all the 14
NCR districts namely Bhiwani,
Charkhi Dadri, Faridabad,
Gurugram, Jhajjar, Jind, Karnal,
Mahendergarh, Nuh, Palwal,
Panipat, Rewari, Rohtak and
Sonipat,” as per the order issued
by the State Disaster
Management Authority on regulation of sale and use of firecrackers in the state.
“The directive will also
apply to all cities and towns in
the state where the average of
ambient air quality during
November (as per available
data of last year) is in “poor”
and above categories,” the order
said.
There are 22 districts in
Haryana.
According to the order,
only green crackers shall be
sold in cities and towns where
the air quality is in the “mod-

ttorney General KK
Venugopal has declined to
give his consent for initiation of
criminal contempt proceedings against AIMIM president
Asaduddin Owaisi for his
remarks that an inquiry commission had observed V D
Savarkar was complicit in
Mahatma Gandhi's murder.
A think tank had written
to the AG seeking his consent
to initiate contempt proceedings against Owaisi for his
remarks.
Venugopal said it is true
that the judgment of the top
court also notes the fact that
Savarkar has been found not
guilty of Gandhiji's murder in
the criminal trial.
However, if one reads the
judgement as a whole, it is clear
that the court was disinclined
to go into the findings of the
Justice Kapoor Commission
of Inquiry, the AG said.
"I may also point out that
Justice Kapoor has retired as a
judge of the Supreme Court in
the year 1962, and hence was
a retired judge when he was
appointed as Commission of
Inquiry in 1966.
The statement made by
Owaisi is relatable, therefore, to

H
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erate” or below category. The
Har yana State Pollution
Control Board will separately
issue a list of these cities and
towns and make it available on
its website.
The bursting of crackers
during Diwali and other festivals such as Gurupurab will be
allowed only from 8 pm to 10
pm. For Chhath festival, the
same will be allowed from 6 am
to 8 am.
Fireworks will be permitted from 11.55 pm on
December 24 to 12.30 am on
December 25 and from 11.55
pm on December 31 to 12.30
am on January 1, for Christmas

and New Year respectively, it
further stated.
Bursting of firecrackers in
communities will be promoted
in areas where there is no ban,
the order said, adding that
designated areas will be preidentified by the authorities
concerned.
Only green crackers shall
be allowed even for marriages
and other occasions, the order
noted.
The sale of crackers shall
only be through licensed
traders and e-commerce portals, including Flipkart and
Amazon, will not be permitted
to sell crackers, it said.
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n the wake of scuffles in public involving Congress leaders in Chhattisgarh, Chief
Minister Bhupesh Baghel on
Sunday said such incidents
were unfortunate and asked the
party to take cognizance of
them.
On Saturday, Sushil Sunny
Agrawal, former secretary of
Chhattisgarh Pradesh Congress
Committee (CPCC). Was suspended from the party's primary membership after a scuffle broke out between him and
a colleague over vehicle parking at Rajiv Bhavan, the party's
state office here.
State unit chief Mohan
Markam as well as media persons were present during the
brawl.
Talking to reporters at
Swami Vivekanand Airport
Raipur before leaving for Uttar
Pradesh, Baghel said, "The
incident was unfortunate. It
should not have happened.
The organisation should take
cognizance.”
Saturday's incident was the
latest in a series of clashes

I
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The 163 metres long warship has a full load displacement of 7,400 tonne and maximum speed of 30 knots. The
overall indigenous content of
the project is approximately 75
per cent.
Apart from myriad indigenous equipment in the "float"
and "move" categories, the
destroyer is also installed with
major indigenous weapons
which include Medium Range
Surface-to-Air Missiles (BEL,
Bangalore, BrahMos Surfaceto-Surface Missiles (BrahMos
Aerospace, New Delhi,
Indigenous Torpedo Tube
Launchers (Larsen & Toubro,
Mumbai, Anti-Submarine
Indigenous Rocket Launchers
(Larsen & Toubro, Mumbai
and 76mm Super Rapid Gun
Mount (BHEL, Haridwar).
The
deliver y
of
Visakhapatnam is an affirmation of the impetus being given
by the Government and the
Indian
Navy
towards
"AatmaNirbhar Bharat" as part
of 75 years of Indian
Independence. The induction
of the destroyer, despite the
Covid challenges, is a tribute to
the collaborative efforts of large
number of stake holders and
would enhance the maritime
prowess of the country in the
Indian Ocean Region.

between ruling party leaders in
public.
Last week, a clash took
place between Congress leaders during a party convention
in Jashpur district over a purported power sharing agreement between Baghel and state
health minister TS Singh Deo.
In another incident last
month, a Congress unit in
Bilaspur had demanded expulsion of a party MLA after he
protested against the registration of a police case against a
supporter of Singh Deo.
Briefing reporters about
his UP tour, the CM said there
was resentment towards the
Yogi Adityanath government
among people there.
"I will attend a farmers'
rally (to be addressed by
Congress general secretary
Priyanka Gandhi Vadra) in
Gorakhpur. Paddy is being
sold at (low rate of) Rs 800 to
Rs 1200 per quintal and there
is no proper arrangement for
procurement. Farmers there
are upset and are looking at
agriculture welfare schemes of
Chhattisgarh with great hope,"
Baghel said.

From Page 1
It is a collective responsibility of parents, families,
neighbourhoods, and government at large to provide a conducive ecosystem where children can look forward to realising their potential and fulfilling their dreams for a bright
future. Committing suicide, on
the contrary, is an antithesis,"
Kumar said.
"Stigma attached to mental
health and an abysmally low
number of per capita mental
health professionals demand
urgent attention.
COVID-19, and the resultant school closures and social
isolation coupled with anxiety
among elders has further
aggravated the issue and
brought it to the forefront.
Save the Children calls for a
collective action to nurture an
encouraging and supportive
ecosystem for children and
youth," he added.
Commenting on the topic,
Priti Mahara, Director, Policy
Research and Advocacy at
CRY-Child Rights and You,
said from the very beginning of
the pandemic, it was one of the
major concerns that it might
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"She once said to me, to all
of us, at the dining table, that
the biggest curse would be to
die of a disease. From her perspective, this was probably the
best way to die... for her country... defending the idea she
loved," Rahul said. At that
time, I did not understand the
idea behind it, but now I
understand, he said.
"In my house my father
was strict... and I essentially had
two mothers, including a
"super" mother who was my
grandmother, who would
defend me when my father got
angry," Rahul said.
"My grandmother continued to serve the country fearlessly till the last moment -- her
life is a source of inspiration for
us.
A great example of women
power, humble tribute to Indira
Gandhi on her martyrdom
day," Rahul Gandhi tweeted
after paying tributes.
"She represented strength.
She epitomised sacrifice. She
personified service. A billion
salutes to the Iron Lady of
India, our very first woman
Prime Minister, a true Bharat
Ratna, Smt. Indira Gandhi, on
her death anniversary," the

Congress said in its tweet.
Congress President Sonia
Gandhi joined her party men
in paying floral tributes to the
late leader at Shakti Sthal and
hailed Indira Gandhi, also
known as the "Iron Lady of
India", as a "great example of
women power".
Several other party leaders
and Chief Ministers of
Congress-ruled States too paid
rich tributes. Rajasthan CM
Ashok Gehlot stated that the
"nation established new dimensions of development" during
her tenure as the Prime
Minister.
"The creator of a capable
and strong India .... The country's first and only woman
Prime Minister Mrs. Indira
Gandhi was rich in management ability, during her tenure,
India established new dimensions of development and
India's image got a new identity on the world stage. .
Tributes to her on his death
anniversary today," Gehlot
tweeted. Indira Gandhi served
as the first and only woman
Prime Minister of India from
January 1966 to March 1977
and again from January 1980
until her assassination in
October 1984.

impact children's mental health
and psycho-social well-being,
and the recent NCRB data
actually underscores the fear
that the pandemic may have
accentuated the psychological
trauma faced by the children to
a great extent.
"Children have gone
through tremendous emotional stress and trauma due to
home confinement and lack of
interaction with friends, teachers or any other person in the
position of trust due to prolonged closure of schools and
limited social interactions," she
said.
Many of them have been
through hostile environment at
home, many others have seen
demise of their loved ones and
have faced the impact of fear of
contagion and deepening
financial crisis at the family
level, she said.
Many children have also
experienced huge uncertainty
related to completion of curriculum, exams and results.
"A huge number of children, especially the ones living
under the shadow of multidimensional poverty, struggled with attending online
classes and were majorly
impacted by the digital divide,
while many others suffered
from over-exposure to internet
and the social media and were
subjected to online bullying
and allied cyber-crimes," she
said.

the finding of Justice Kapoor
Commission and not the
Supreme Court.
"It would therefore be difficult to hold that he has committed contempt of the
Supreme Court by suggesting
and/or implying that a sitting
judge of the Supreme Court
had held that Savarkar was
complicit in the murder of
Mahatma Gandhi, which is
completely contrary to factual
reality.
I am therefore constrained to decline consent for
initiation of contempt proceedings against Owaisi," the
AG in his reply dated October
26 said. In a letter to Owaisi,
the Abhinav Bharat Congress
and its founder Pankaj
Phadnis had referred to a
Supreme Court judgement
dated March 28, 2018 which
stated, "The submission of the
petitioner that Shri Savarkar
has been held guilty for the
murder of Gandhiji is misplaced."
"After this categorical
assertion by the highest court
of the country, where is the
scope to suggest that Savarkar
'murdered' Gandhi ji, as you
are reported to have said?" the
think tank had said in its
October 15 letter to Owaisi.
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JP leader from West Bengal
Rajib Banerjee returned to
B
the TMC on Sunday at a rally
of party national general secretary Abhishek Banerjee in
Agartala in Tripura.
Banerjee, a former minister in the Mamata Banerjee
government, said he "repents"
for joining the BJP ahead of the
assembly elections despite
being asked by the West Bengal
chief minister not to leave
TMC.
He was named BJP's
national executive committee
member weeks ago and unsuccessfully fought the assembly
polls from Domjur in Howrah
district.
"I realised that I cannot
accept the politics of hatred and
divisive ideology propagated by
BJP. I cannot accept the antipeople policies of the BJP," he
said. "I had often aired my
opinions to the BJP leadership
and criticised the personal
attack and slander on Mamata
Banerjee but no one listened,"
he added.
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In Delhi, Northwest Delhi has
reported lowest vaccine coverage.
Assam, Haryana, Chhattisgarh, Tamil
Nadu and Bihar also have one district
where vaccine doses have not improved.
Maharashtra has one district while
in Arunanchal Pradesh, six districts
need to ramp up the jab percentage.
"Immediately after his return from
G20 Summit and COP26, the Prime
Minister will hold a review meeting with
districts having 'low vaccination coverage', via video conferencing. The meeting will include districts with less than
50 per cent coverage of the first dose and
low coverage of the second dose of
Covid vaccine," said an official from the
Union Health Ministry.
Chief Ministers of these States will
also be present on the occasion, according to the Prime Minister's Office.
In his last monthly radio talk and
other addresses, the Prime Minister has
called for taking all precautions and
sought people to continue to get vaccinated and mask themselves to defeat
Covid-19. He has said people should not
let their guard down during festivals.
In the meeting with States, Health
Minister Mandaviya last week had
noted that there are over 10.34 crore
people in the country who have not
taken the second dose after the prescribed interval.
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judge was suspended after
being booked along with
two others for allegedly gangraping a 14-year-old boy in
Rajasthan's Bharatpur district,
police said on Sunday.
Also, an Anti-Corruption
Bureau (ACB) officer was suspended for threatening the
boy.
According to a Rajasthan
High Court order, Special
Judge Jitendra Singh Goliya
was suspended with immediate
effect pending preliminary
inquiry and contemplated
departmental inquiry.
The boy's mother in her
complaint alleged that the
judge, who handles cases related to the Anti-Corruption
Bureau (ACB), and two other
persons, had been sexually
assaulting her son by intoxicating him with some narcotic substance for the past one
month.
Judge Goliya and
the two other accused threatened him of dire consequences
if he spoke about his ordeal, she
alleged in her complaint.
The other accused were identified as Anshul Soni, the
judge's stenographer, and
Rahul Katara, another staff of
the judge.
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ll India Trinamool
amajwadi Party chief
Congress (AITC) General SAkhilesh Yadav on Sunday
A
Secretary Abhishek Banerjee spoke of Mahatma Gandhi,
on Sunday claimed his party
would form the Government in
Tripura in the 2023 State
Assembly elections.
Banerjee promised to end
what he claimed was "BJP's
misrule" and said his party follow West Bengal's model of
‘good governance' to deliver
fruits of development to the
Northeastern state. Addressing
a gathering before the Rabindra
Shatabrshiki Bhaban (Tagore
Centenary Hall) here, Banerjee
alleged that law and order has
collapsed in the state and
development has come to a
standstill ever since the BJP
came to power in Tripura. He
also termed all poll pledges
made by the ruling BJP as
‘jumla' (fake promise) as he
claimed these had not been fulfilled despite the party being in
power for more than three
and half years. “They say BJP
is a double engine government (but) If we compare the
reports cards of West Bengal
with that of the BJP led government in Tripura and in the
centre, we see hardly any
developments there (in Tripura
and nationally)”, Banerjee

Sardar Vallabhai Patel,
Jawaharlal Nehru and
Muhammad Ali Jinnah in the
same breath as leaders who
fought for India's independence. Yadav
lavished
praise on Patel on his 146th
birth anniversary but raised
eyebrows at one point when he
appeared to equate the four
leaders, including Jinnah, the
founder of Pakistan.
Addressing a public meeting in
Hardoi, the SP leader said,
"Sardar Patel understood the
ground and he made decisions accordingly. Hence, he is
also known as the Iron Man.
"Sardar Patel, Father of the
Nation Mahatma Gandhi,
Jawaharlal Nehru and
(Muhammad Ali) Jinnah studied in the same institute and
became barristers. They helped
(India) get freedom and never
backed away from any struggle."
Yadav also referred
to the ban imposed on the RSS
by Patel, the then home minister, following the assassination of Gandhi in 1948, saying
only he could do it. He said
Patel fought for farmers and
hence, is known as 'Sardar'.
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adhya Pradesh Home
Minister Narottam
M
Mishra on Sunday issued a
24-hour ultimatum to fashion and jewellery designer
Sabyasachi Mukherjee to
withdraw the advertisement
with "objectionable and
obscene" portrayal of mangalsutra or else face statutory action.
Last week, Dabur India
Private Limited had withdrawn its Fem cream bleach
advertisement,
which
showed same-sex couple celebrating Karva Chauth and
watching each other through
a sieve, after Minister Mishra
termed the ad as objectionable and warned that legal
steps would be taken against
it.
The mangalsutra advertisement by Sabyasachi's
brand portrayed a woman
wearing a low-neckline dress
and posing solo and in inti-

mate position with a man.
After the designer shared
these pictures, it created a
controversy as a section of
social media users termed it
against Hindu culture and
obscene.
Talking to reporters at
Datia in the state, Mishra
said, "I have warned earlier
about such advertisements. I
am personally warning
designer
Sabyasachi
Mukherjee, giving him a 24hour ultimatum.
If this objectionable and
obscene advertisement is not
withdrawn, then a case will
be registered against him
and legal action will be taken.
The police force will be sent
for the action."
Mishra said that he saw
Sabyasachi Mukherjee's
mangalsutra advertisement.
"It is very objectionable.
Mangalsutra is a jewellery of
paramount importance. We
believe that the yellow part of
the mangalsutra signifies
Goddess Parvati and the
black part Lord Shiva, which
protects the woman and her
husband.
Marital life becomes

happy by the grace of
Goddess Parvati," he said.
Mangalsutra is a necklace worn by married Hindu
women.
Replying to a question
about the requirement of
law to check such incidents,
the minister said, "The law is
already in place. But why do
such painful incidents take
place only with Hindu symbols? If Mukherjee has
courage, he should do it with
some other religion, then
we will understand that he is
a real brave man."
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After visiting the
famous fountain, Modi
attended a bilateral meeting with the Spanish
Prime Minister, Pedro
Sanchez and also a session
on
Sustainable
Development and an
event on 'Supply Chain
Resilience'.
Modi invited more
investments from Spain
in India's infrastructure
projects as he met Sanchez
on the sidelines of the
G20 summit here and
exchanged views on
regional and global issues
of mutual interest, including the situation in
Afghanistan and the IndoPacific.
The two leaders welcomed the growing bilateral trade and investment
linkages including the
recent signing of the contract to procure 56 C295
aircraft from Airbus Spain,
40 of which will be ‘Made
in
India' in collaboration
with Tata Advanced
Systems, the Ministry of
External Affairs said in a
press release.
The two leaders dis-

cussed India-European
Union relations as well as
cooperation on climate
action and priorities at
upcoming COP26 summit
in Glasgow.
They also exchanged
views on regional and
global issues of mutual
interest
including
Afghanistan and the IndoPacific, it said.
On the sidelines of
the G20 summit, Prime
Minister Modi interacted
with several world leaders,
including US President
Joe Biden, British
Prime Minister Boris
Johnson, French President
Emmanuel
Macron,
Canadian
Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, Singapore Prime
Minister Lee Hsien Loong
and South Korean
President Moon Jae-in
among others.
From Rome, Modi
travelled to Glasgow on
Sunday to attend the
World Leader's summit of
the 26th Conference of
Parties (COP-26) to the
United
Nations
Framework Convention
on Climate Change
(UNFCCC).
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Two companies each have
been allotted for Kulgam,
Awantipora and Baramulla.
A total of 11 companies of
the BSF will replace a similar
strength of the CRPF deployed
for Road Opening Patrol
(ROP) duty from Panthachowk
to Narbal crossing in Srinagar.
Eight companies of the
BSF shall replace a similar
number of contingent of the
CRPF deployed for static/vital
installation duties in Srinagar
district. The BSF will now
secure Banquet Hall, Srinagar,
AIR, Kashmir, BSNL Exchange
Lal Chowk, Old Secretariat
Srinagar, SC/Divisional
Commissioner Office, Radio
Station Narbal, Hari Parbat
Fort and Tengpora Bridge.
Likewise, two companies of
the BSF will protect Gujar
Hostel and Forest Protection
Shirmal in Shopian. Another
three companies of the BSF will
replace the CRPF units in
Pulwama to secure the District
Jail
and
BSNL
Exchange/SBI/Post Office and
District Police Lines in the
district.
All the 25 CRPF companies pooled out from the static guard/vital installation/ROP
duties will be utilised for

counter-insurgency and other
such roles by the respective districts.
Senior Superintendent of
Police of Srinagar will be provided 11 companies from the
new induction and his counterparts in Ganderbal and
Shopian will get two companies
each from the CRPF. SSP
Pulwama will be allotted three
CRPF companies.
While the 25 companies of
the CRPF have already reached
the respective locations, the
BSF personnel are learnt to be
on the way for the designated
deployments, officials said.
Over 60 battalions of the
Central paramilitary forces are
deployed in J&K for counterinsurgency and other security
roles in the Union Territory
and the additional allocation
would increase the tally to 65
Battalions. A battalion typically comprises 1,000 personnel.
Insiders in the Central
paramilitary forces said the
micro-management or the
detailed deployment of the
paramilitary forces should be
left to the Central forces with
the Union Territory being notified under the Disturbed Areas
Act and the Armed Forces
Special Powers Act in operation, officials added.
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he Delhi University on
Saturday released its fourth
T
cut-off list, with ‘unreserved'
category seats already filled in
some much sought-after colleges like the Hindu College and
the Shri Ram College of
Commerce in the previous lists.
Since the first cut-off list
was declared on October 1, a
total of 63,504 students have
secured admission by paying
their fees.
While many courses were
closed, BA (Honours)
Economics and BCom
(Honours) are still available at
some popular colleges in the
university with the required
marks being on the higher side.
At the Hansraj College,
BA (Honours) Economics, BA
(Honours) History and BCom
(Honours) courses are still
open for admission, while most
of the other courses are closed
for the unreserved category.
The Hindu College had
closed admissions to BA
(Honours) Philosophy after
the first cut-off list, but it was
opened under a special list with
a cut-off of 97.75 per cent.
Meanwhile, the minimum
marks required for admission
has come down by 0.25 per

cent. Admissions to all other
courses at the college have
been closed.
At the Kirori Mal College,
BA (Honours) Economics, BA
(Honours) History and BA
(Honours) English and BCom
(Honours) courses are still
open for admission.
The Shri Ram College of
Commerce (SRCC) has closed
the admission process for
BCom (Honours) and
Economics (Honours) for ‘general' category aspirants.
At Miranda House, admission to courses such as English
and Political Science are closed,
while Economics (98.75 per
cent), History (99 per cent) and
Philosophy (96.75 per cent) are
still up for grabs.
At Gargi College, there are
seats available in four courses
like B.Com (Honours) (97.25
per cent), Political Science (97.5
per cent), Economics (Honours)
(97.75 per cent) and English
(Honours) (96.75 per cent) in
the ‘unreserved' category.
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n an average, 24 out of the
35 sewage treatment plants
(STP) in the national Capital
did not meet the prescribed
standards for wastewater over
the last one year, according to
Government data.
Delhi generates around
720 million gallons wastewater
a day. The 35 STPs located at
20 locations across Delhi can
treat up to 597 MGD of sewage
and have been utilising around
90 percent of their capacity.
According to the Delhi
Pollution Control Committee,
biological oxygen demand
(BOD), total suspended solids
(TSS) and total nitrogen in the
treated wastewater should be 10
milligrams per litre or less.
Chemical oxygen demand
(COD) should be less than 50
mg per litre, and ammoniacal
nitrogen and phosphate should
be below five mg per litre and
two mg per litre, respectively.
Biochemical oxygen
demand is the amount of dissolved oxygen used by
microorganisms to metabolise
organic matter in water. High
BOD levels mean there is a
high level of microorganisms in
the water, and a high content of
organic material that is broken
down by the organisms.
COD describes the amount
of oxygen required to chemically break down pollutants.

The STPs that met the
norms the most number of
times included Okhla Phase –
six, Dr Sen Nursing Home
Nalla, Delhi Gate Nalla Phase
– one, Delhi Gate Nalla Phase
– two, Chilla, Common Wealth
Games Village, Nilothi Phase –
two and Papankalan Phase –
two.
In October last year, teams
of the Delhi Pollution Control
Authority (DPCC) collected
samples from 33 STPS. Of
these, 23 were found not complying with the standards.
Twenty-three in November
and 22 in December did not
meet the prescribed standards.
According to government
data, 25 STPs in January this
year, 26 in February and 24 in
March failed to meet the criteria for wastewater.
Samples could not be collected for testing in April and
May due to the COVID-19
pandemic and the lockdown.
The DPCC inspection found
that 22 STPs in June, 24 in July,

26 in August and 26 in
September did not meet the
standards.
An official said many STPs
do not have the technology to
clean the wastewater to the
updated DPCC standards.
“The earlier governments
did little to clean the Yamuna.
The Arvind Kejriwal dispensation has undertaken projects
to upgrade these STPs and
this will take around three to
four years,” he said.
Earlier this year, authorities
had informed the National
Green Tribunal that the upgradation of STPs in Uttar
Pradesh, Haryana and Delhi to
"substantially" reduce foaming in the Yamuna will take
three to five years depending
upon the availability of land
and funds etc.
The presence of phosphates and surfactants in
untreated sewage from Delhi,
Haryana and Uttar Pradesh is
a major reason behind frothing
in the river.
Officials said the delay in
tree cutting permission,
COVID-19 lockdown, financial
hardships and migration of
labour slowed down the construction and upgradation of
four major sewage treatment
plants (STPs) – Kondli, Rithala,
Okhla and Coronation Pillar - in Delhi.
These plants will be able to
treat 279 MGD wastewater.
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he 12 Delhi University
colleges funded by the
city Government are facing a
fund crunch as their allocated budgets have been slashed,
alleged officials of some of
these institutions.
Due to this, these institutions are also facing difficulties in paying salaries of teachers, they claimed.
DU registrar Vikas Gupta

T

said they will take up the issue
of non-release of funds with
the AAP government. The
issue was also raised at the
Executive Council meeting of
the university held on October
29.
A senior faculty member
of Majaraja Agrasen College,
claimed, "Teachers have not
been paid their salaries for
five months. The government has slashed the allocated budget by half. Not only

salaries, the teachers are
not
gett ing
t heir
p ension
and
ot her
allowances."
Explaining the situation,
Subodh Kumar, president of
staff association of the
Maharaja Agrasen College
and coordinator of all the 12
colleges, said teachers want
the teaching learning process
to continue but the government is not letting it
happen.
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n Diwali, around 3,000
fire fighters will be on
O
duty for two days and Delhi

nder the aegis of the
Sanyukt Hindu Sangharsh
U
Samiti (SHSS), a programme

Fire Service teams will be
deployed in over 30 specific
locations across the capital to
tackle any incident, officials
said on Sunday.
The DFS control room
responds to maximum calls on
Diwali, and fire-fighters need to
be on their toes to deal with any
emergencies, they said.
This year, a complete ban
on the sale and bursting of firecrackers has been put in place
in the national capital till
January 1, 2022.
However, despite a complete
ban on the usage of all kinds of
firecrackers last year, the fire
department responded to 205
fire-related calls till Diwali midnight, recalled officials.
The fire department said a
meeting was chaired by its
director Atul Garg on October
12 to discuss the preparations
for Diwali which falls on
November 4.\The DFS said
according to plan, this year on
Diwali, the fire units will be
deployed at over 20 locations
across the city for two days -on November 3 and November
4, from 5 pm to midnight.

of Govardhan Puja will be
organised in Sector 12 on
November 5, to oppose the
Friday prayers in an open area
in Gurugram.
The Hindu outfit members
will also distribute 'Annakoot
Prasad' on the occasion.
The information was
announced by the committee
in a press conference held in
Gurugram on Sunday.
Sector-12 was the same
location where the police have
arrested 30 members of Hindu
organisations on October 29
for attempting to disrupt the
Friday prayers.
Addressing the journalists,
State President of SHSS,
Mahavir Bhardwaj said that the
Namaz being held in public
places in Gurugram should be
stopped immediately.
"The district administration should stop giving protection to the Muslim community," Bhardwaj said in a
statement.
He has also urged the Chief

Minister of the state that the
administration is misleading
you by showing the list of designated Friday prayers sites
without any official's signature
as the allotted list.
Bhardwaj has made a
strong demand from the
Haryana government to issue
a notification banning any
religious activity in public
places of the state without
delay.
Addressing the meet, the
member of the organisation
Anil Kumar Vimal clarified
that many high courts have
banned offering prayers in
public places.
"A public place meant for
the common citizen which
cannot be allotted for the use
of any community," he said.
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NEW DELHI: Delhi Jal Board (DJB) Vice
Chairman Raghav Chadha has directed officers
to rectify bills generated on the basis of accumulated readings, an official said on Sunday.
A senior DJB official said that some consumers received incorrect bills due to accumulated readings because of the lockdown earlier this year and the problem was compounded
due to the issuance of bills on a provisional basis
during the period. All zonal revenue officers
and their junior colleagues have been directed to rectify all such bills where the reading has
been found accumulated, he added.
SR

26-year-old man was shot at in northwest
Delhi's Model Town area allegedly by his brothA
er-in-law and his friend over an inter-faith marriage.
The victim has been identified as Deva and he
runs a gym in Adarsh Nagar. Police said that Deva
is currently undergoing treatment here at a hospital.
Deva was attacked by his brother-in-law
Shahnawaz alias Shahbaz (21), a resident of
Jahangirpuri, and his friend Harshit alias Hrithik
(20), a resident of Badaun district of Uttar
Pradesh.
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efining the concept of ‘Ek
Bharat’, Prime Minister
D
Narendra Modi on Sunday
said it is where women and all
other sections have “equal
opportunities” and pitched for
‘collective energy’ to achieve
the tasks which may seem to be
“impossible”.
Addressing the countrymen on the occasion of
‘Rashtriya Ekta Divas’
(National Unity Day), the
Prime Minister paid rich tribute to Sardar Patel who, he said
“dedicated his life” for the ideal
of ‘Ek Bharat Shreshth Bharat’.
He said that Sardar Patel is
not just a historical figure but
lives in the heart of every
countryman and people who
are taking his message of unity
forward.
‘Rashtriya Ekta Parades’ in
every nook and corner of the
country and events at the statue of Unity are reflecting the
same spirit, he said.
Quoting Patel, the Prime
Minister explained the concept
of ‘Ek Bharat —Shresth Bharat’
that gives equal opportunities to
all segments of people in the
country. Modi remarked that
for Sardar Patel, ‘Ek Bharat’
meant “equal opportunities for
all.” The Prime Minister elaborated this concept saying ‘Ek

Bharat’ is a Bharat that “gives
equal opportunities to women,
Dalits, deprived, tribal and forest dwellers. Where housing,
electricity and water is within
the reach of everyone without
discrimination. The Country is
doing the same with ‘Sabka
Prayas’, he said.”Today, strengthening the feeling of ‘Ek
Bharat—Shreshth Bharat’, a
‘Mahayagya’ of social, economic and constitutional integration is going on” and the
country’s resolve and capability in Water, sky, land and space
are unprecedented and the
nation has started moving on
the path of new mission of
‘Aatmnirbharta’, said the Prime
Minister.
He emphasised that ‘Sabka
Prayas’ is even more relevant in
the
Amrit
Kaal
of
Independence. “This ‘Azadi ka
Amrit Kaal’ (75th year of independence) is of unprecedented
growth, achieving difficult goals
and building the India of Sardar
Saheb’s dreams”, he said.
The Prime Minister reiterated the power of ‘Sabka Prayas’
in the fight against Corona
where new covid hospitals,
essential medicines, 100 crore
doses of vaccines were made
possible due to collective efforts
of every citizen.
Referring to recently
launched PM ‘GatiShakti’
National Master Plan to harness

the collective power of
Government departments, the
Prime Minister said that if
along with Government, people’s ‘Gatishakti’ is also leveraged, “nothing is impossible.”
Therefore, he said that our
every action should be marked
by consideration for wider
national goals. He gave examples of students who can consider the sector specific innovations when they choose their
stream of study or while, shopping, people should keep the
goal of ‘Aatmnirbharta’, along
with their personal preferences.
Similarly, industry and
farmers, cooperative institutions can keep the goals of the
country in mind while making
their choices.
Modi said India is not just
a geographical unity but is a
nation replete with the generous standards of ideals, notions,
civilisation and culture.
“This land mass where 130
crore Indians live is an integral
part of our soul, dreams and
aspirations,” he said.
Referring to strengthening
of India’s democratic traditions
by the emotion of “One India”,
the Prime Minister called for
collective effort from every citizen in the direction of achieving the goals of the country.
The Prime Minister
emphasised that Sardar Patel
wanted a strong, inclusive, sensitive and alert India. An India
that has humility as well as
development. “Inspired by
Sardar Patel, India is becoming
fully capable of meeting external and internal challenges”, he
added.
Referring to steps taken to
strengthen the country in the
last 7 years, the Prime Minister
informed that the country got
rid of unnecessary old laws and
strengthened the ideals of unity.
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s the first indigenously
designed and manufacA
tured aircraft carrier(IAC)
Vikrant is undergoing the second phase of sea trials, Minister
of Ports, Shipping and
Waterways Sarabanda Sonowal
reviewed its progress during
onboard visit at sea on Sunday.
The ship had sailed out for the
trials on October 24.
The maiden sea sortie of
the ship was successfully
undertaken in August. During
the maiden sea trials, the ship’s
performance, including hull,
main propulsion and auxiliary equipment was satisfactory.
The IAC designed by the
Indian Navy’s Directorate of
Naval Design (DND) is being
built at Cochin Shipyard
Limited (CSL), a Public Sector
Shipyard under the Ministry of
Ports and Shipping.
The Indigenous design and
construction of Aircraft Carrier
by Indian Navy and Cochin
Shipyard is a shining example
in the nation’s quest for
AatmaNirbhar Bharat and
‘Make in India’ Initiative with
more than 76% indigenous
content.
This has led to growth in
indigenous design and construction capabilities, besides

development of large number
of ancillary industries, with
employment opportunities for
over 2,000 CSL personnel and
about 12,000 employees in
ancillary industries.
Indigenous
content
towards procurement of
equipment, besides work by the
CSL and their subcontractors is
being directly invested back
into the Indian economy.
Around 550 Indian firms
including about 100 MSMEs
are registered with the CSL,
who are providing various services for construction of IAC.
The ship is now progressing with second phase of Sea
Trials, during which detailed
trials and testing of propulsion
machinery, electrical and electronics suites, deck machinery,
lifesaving appliances and ship
systems is being progressed.
Progress of the sea trials
was reviewed by Sonowal and
after witnessing the trials, he
impressed upon the CSL to
ensure timely delivery of the
ship in April 2022 to realise
commissioning of the ship by
August 2022 to commemorate
‘Azadi ka Amrit Mahotsav’.
With the delivery of the
IAC, India will join a select
group of nations with the capability to indigenously design
and build an Aircraft Carrier.
The other countries include the
US, France, UK and Russia.
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he Ministry of Agriculture’s
data shows there has been
T
more than 60 per cent decline
in the crop insurance claims of
farmers at C9,570 crore under
the Pradhan Mantri Fasal Bima
Yojana (PMFBY) for the 202021 crop year from the previous
year as there were no major
crop losses. And much of the
insurance claims reported for
2020-21 and 2019-20 crop
years have been cleared by the
government. PMFBY claims
stood at C27,398 crore in the
2019-20 crop year (July-June).
According to provisional data
of 19 States (excluding
Karnataka), there is over 10%
fall in enrollment of farmers
under crop insurance during
Kharif 2021 from last season’s
1.68 crore.
PMFBY was launched in
2016-17 with many improvements over the erstwhile crop
insurance schemes. The operational guidelines of the
scheme were revised with
effect from Rabi 2018 and
kharif 2020, respectively, to

ensure the benefits reached
farmers adequate and timely.
According to the data, about
445 lakh hectares of farm land
was insured by 612 lakh farmers under the PMFBY with a
total sum insured amount of C
1,93,767 crore during 2020-21.
However, total claims reported were of C9,570 crore for
2020-21. Out of which, claims
reported from the Kharif season were C6,779 crore, while
from Rabi season C2,792 crore.
“The claims at C9,570
crore for 2020-21 were significantly lower as there were no
major losses unlike previous
year,” officials said. Maximum
crop insurance claims were
reported from Rajasthan at
C3,602 crore, followed by
Maharashtra at C1,232 crore
and Haryana at C1,112.8 crore
during 2020-21.
During the 2019-20 crop
year, about 501 lakh hectare
was insured by 613 lakh farmers under the PMFBY with a
total sum of C2,19,226 crore.
The claims reported from
Kharif season remained higher at C21,496 crore, while from

Rabi season at C5,902 crore of
the 2019-20 crop year.
Maximum crop insurance
claims were reported from
Maharashtra at C6,757 crore,
followed by Madhya Pradesh
at C5,992 crore and Rajasthan
at C4,921 crore during 202021. Officials said the crop
insurance claims of farmers for
2019-20 has almost been
cleared. The outstanding
claims of C1,200 crore will be
cleared soon.
About C6,845 crore crop
insurance claims of farmers for
2020-21 has also been cleared,
officials added.
Already, Gujarat, Andhra
Pradesh,
Telangana,
Jharkhand, West Bengal and
Bihar exited the scheme, citing
the cost of the premium subsidy to be borne by them.
While Punjab never implemented the crop insurance
scheme, Bihar, West Bengal
and Andhra Pradesh have
their schemes under which
farmers do not pay any premium, but they receive a fixed
amount of compensation in
case of crop failure.
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he Election Commission
(EC)
on
Sunday
announced bypolls to one
Rajya Sabha seat each in
Maharashtra, West Bengal and
Kerala to be held on November
29. The EC also announced
biennial elections to three and
six seats in Andhra Pradesh
and Telangana Legislative
Council respectively on
November 29.
The bypolls were necessitated following the resignation of Kerala Congress (M)
leader Jose K Mani and Arpita
Ghosh of the Trinamool
Congress from the upper house
earlier this year. The notification would be issued on
November 9 and the poll will
be held on November 29.
In a statement, the EC said
that the counting of votes, as
per established practice, will be
held one hour after the voting
concludes at 4 pm on
November 29. Mani had
resigned in January this year.
His term as a Rajya Sabha
member was to otherwise end
in July, 2024. Ghosh had
resigned in September this
year and her term was to end
in April, 2026.
During the second wave of
COVID-19, the EC had decided against holding the Kerala
RS bypoll till the situation
improved.
The EC also announced
biennial elections to six legislative council seats in

Telangana and three in Andhra
Pradesh which fell vacant earlier this year.
While six Telangana legislative council seats fell vacant
in June, the three legislative
council seats in Andhra
Pradesh fell vacant in May following retirement of sitting
members. In May, the
Commission had decided that
due to outbreak of the second
wave of Covid-19 in the country, it would not be appropriate to hold biennial election to
the Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana legislative councils
till the pandemic situation significantly improves.
Now, after reassessment,
the EC decided to hold the
biennial elections on
November 29.The counting
will take place one hour after
the completion of polling. The
EC also announced holding of
bypoll to a legislative council
seat in Maharashtra which fell
vacant due to the death of the
sitting member Sharad
Namdeo Ranpise in September
this year.
The legislative council
bypoll will also be held on
November 29, the EC said.
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he National Investigation
Agency on Sunday said it
has arrested two more accused
persons in Jammu and
Kashmir terrorism conspiracy
case.
On Saturday, the agency
arrested Ishfaq Ahmed Wani of
Srinagar and Umar Bhat of
Sopore.
The case relates to conspiracy for undertaking violent
terrorist acts in Jammu and
Kashmir and other major cities
by cadres of Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT), Jaish-e-Mohammed
(JeM), Hizb-ul-Mujahideen
(HM), Al Badr and their affiliates such as the Resistance
Front (TRF) and People
Against Fascist Forces (PAFF).
The NIA had registered the
case on October 10 and initiated the investigation. Till now,
25 accused persons have been
arrested in this case by NIA, the
agency said.
Preliminary investigation
has revealed that arrested
accused persons are terror
associates/OGWs (over ground
workers) of various proscribed
terrorist organisations.

T
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ydus
Cadila,
the
Ahmedabad-based firm
Z
manufacturer of ZyCoV-D
which is one of India’s two
indigenous jabs against the
coronavirus disease (Covid19), has reportedly agreed to
reduce the price of each dose of
the vaccine to C265.
The manufacturer had earlier proposed C1,900 for the regimen, which comprises three
doses and is yet to be included
in the nationwide inoculation
drive, which started from
January 16 this year.
“The company has brought
down the price to C265 for each
dose. Additionally, C93 will be
charged as the cost of a disposable jet applicator. This was
achieved after repeated negotiations with the Central
Government. A final decision
in this matter is likely to be
taken this week,” according to
a news agency.
The need for a painless jet
applicator stems from the fact
that ZyCoV-D is a needle-free
vaccine. The three doses have
to be given on days 0, 28 and 56

respectively; each round of vaccination will see the jab being
administered in both arms.
ZyCoV-D, which received
clearance from the Drugs
Controller General of India
(DCGI) on August 20, is the
only vaccine to have been
approved for an age group
below 18, as it was given emergency use authorisation (EUA)
by the top drugs regulator for
beneficiaries aged 12 and above.
At present, every citizen who is
18-years-old or above is eligible
for the vaccination drive.
Besides
ZyCoV-D,
Hyderabad-based Bharat
Biotech International Limited’s
Covaxin is the only other jab to
have been recommended by the
Subject Experts Committee
(SEC) to the DCGI. Covaxin,
which is the country’s first
indigenous anti-Covid shot, is
among the two most widely
used vaccines in the inoculation
drive, Covishield being the
other.
Thus far, the DCGI has give
emergency use approval to six
jabs. Among these, two are
home-made, while the remaining are foreign-developed.

he Centre on Sunday
announced over 390 Union
Home Minister’s Special
Operation Medal, including
260 to ITBP personnel for
operations in eastern Ladakh.
The ITBP, thus, bagged the
most medals among the State
and Central police forces.
“In recognition of their
indomitable courage and devotion to duty, 260 personnel of
the Indo-Tibetan Border Police
(ITBP) have been awarded
with the Union Home
Minister’s Special Operation
Medal on National Unity Day,
2021 for various special operations carried out by the Force
in Eastern Ladakh,” the ITBP
said in a statement.
It further said, “The ITBP
men safeguarded the borders in
Ladakh in extreme conditions
through its operation ‘Snow
Leopard’ on the icy heights.
The Force carried out a high
level of strategic planning and
efficient execution of ground
operations with complete synergy and collaboration between
all sister organisations.”
The awardees include then
IG, North West Frontier ITBP,
Deepam Seth, who was a
member of the Indian delegation for the 10 rounds of Senior
Highest Military Commander
(SHMC) level talks. The extensive negotiations resulted in a
breakthrough in February,
2021, and the process of disengagement of troops from
forward locations has been
initiated, it said.
“The special operations of
ITBP spread over a year and
involved a high degree of exe-
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cution of strategic planning and
efficient ground operation.
Besides this, it also included
timely and adequate supplies of
logistics to the forward location
for troops. On Independence
Day, 2021, 20 ITBP personnel
were awarded with the Police
Medal for Gallantr y for
indomitable courage shown by
them in Eastern Ladakh,” it
said.
Raised in 1962 during
India-China war, the ITBP
guards 3,488 km Himalayan
borders of the nation. The
Force is known for its mountaineering skills and high altitude deployments in difficult
borders and its Border Out
Posts are located up to 18,800
feet.
This is the highest number
of Union Home Minister’s
Special Operation Medals to
ITBP or any other organisation
on one occasion. In 2019, the
Force was awarded with 16

Union Home Minister’s Special
Operation Medals for its operation ‘Daredevils’ carried out by
its mountaineers to search and
rescue a mountaineer’s team
from Nanda Devi East in
Uttarakhand.
Notified by the Centre in
2018, the Union Home
Minister’s Special Operation
Medal is considered for special
operations in areas such as
counter terrorism, border
actions, arms control, prevention of narcotics smuggling
and rescue operations and as
validated by the committee of
the Ministry.
The Union Home Minister
approves the medals on the recommendation of the committee. The medal is given to the
personnel of CAPFs, CPOs,
State Police and other security
agencies to recognise only
those operations which have a
high degree of planning, high
significance for the security of
the country/state/UT and have
significant impact on the security of a large section of society.
The medal was also awarded to the police force of Delhi,
Maharashtra, Punjab, Kerala
and Karnataka along with those
from the NIA as also the CISF
and the NDRF.
As many as 16 personnel of
the National Investigation
Agency (NIA) have been
awarded the medal this year,
according to the Home
Ministry, including Indian
Police Service (IPS) officer
Sonia Narang for “concerted
action” against Islamic State of
Khorasan Province’s (ISKP)
pan-India network during her
tenure in the NIA.
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eerut had a dubious distinction on Sunday afterM
noon. It was the second most
polluted city among the 50
most polluted cities in the
world, only behind China’s
Dengtalu that topped the list.
But as real time data keeps
changing from time to time
depending on the air pollution,
Aguascalientes of Mexico
became the most polluted city
in the world with AQI 388 by
the evening replacing Dengtalu,
followed by Chinese cities

Huanglongsi ( 368), Shancheng
(352), Hebi 349, Shangqiu 349,
Heze 347, Pingdu 326,
Nangandao 324 and Jian 313.
According to Real Time
Air Quality Index data shown
on Sunday afternoon, China’s
Dengtalu AQI was recorded at
397, the highest in the world
followed by Meerut with AQI
396. Bareilly was on the third
spot with AQI 366 followed by
Hapur (360), Moradabad (
358) Panipat (357) and Sonipat
( 354). The national capital was
ranked 55th in AQI across the
world.

Interestingly, Haryana’s
Panipat was ranked 10, Sonipat
( 11), Karnal (17), Rohtak ( 31),
Hisar ( 42) in the list while
Punjab’s Patiala ranked (46)
and Jalandhar (49). Both
Punjab and Haryana have been
accused of stubble burning for
air pollution in Delhi and its
neighbouring areas. At one
point of time on Saturday,
Bhatinda, Jalandhar and
Faridkot were the most polluted cities in the world according to the AQI real time data.
According to the Central
Pollution Control Board

(CPCB) data, Sonipat was most
polluted city with AQI 380 on
October 31 at 4PM, followed by

Ballabhgarh 362, Ghaziabad
342, Jind 334, Meerut 333,
Hapur 324, Panipat 318,

Baghpat 314, Kurushetra 310,
Hisar 306, Greater Noida 292,
Bhiwadi 289, and Delhi 289.
AQI 0-50 is considered
good; 51-100 moderate; 101200 poor, 201-300 unhealthy,
301-400 severe and 401-500
hazardous. AQI above 301400 is considered severe and
can cause chronic morbidities
or even organ impairment
while prolonged exposure
401-500 can lead to premature
death.
A C onsortium for
Research on Agro-ecosystem
Monitoring and Modeling

from Space of the Indian
Agriculture Research Institute
( IARI) data showed the total
14717 stubble burning events
were detected in the six states
between 15-Sept-2021 and
30-Oct-2021, which are distributed as 10374, 2561, 890,
0, 109 and 783 in Punjab,
Haryana, UP, Delhi, Rajasthan
and MP, respectively. Satellites
have detected 1762 residue
burning events in the six
study States on 30-Oct-2021.
The state wise events detected on 30-Oct-2021 were 1373
in Punjab, 148 in Haryana, 53

in UP, 0 in Delhi, 20 in
Rajasthan and 168 in MP.
The data showed the total
stubble burning events recorded in the six States are 60.0 per
cent less than in 2020 till
date. Punjab recorded 65.1 per
cent reduction, Har yana
recorded 14.5 per cent
increase, UP recorded 21.4 per
cent reduction, Delhi recorded 100 per cent reduction,
Rajasthan recorded 82.4 per
cent reduction and MP
recorded 74.8 per cent reduction, in the current season
than in 2020.
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rime Minister Narendra
P
Modi on Sunday said India
is becoming fully capable of

he Vishwa Hindu Parishad
(VHP) has appealed to the
Centre to enact a law to free
Hindu temples and religious
institutions from Government
control and also demanded an
anti-conversion law.
The outfit has called on
all State Governments to hand
over Hindu temples to the
Hindu society and requested
the Central Government to
bring in a law in this connection, VHP’s International
Working President Alok
Kumar told reporters here on
Sunday.
He expressed concern over
what he claimed as “mass conversions” going on in the states
of Andhra Pradesh and
Telangana. “These conversions are induced by allurement, deception and fear. The
VHP shall resist such conversions with all its might and will
intensify its campaign to bring

dealing with all kinds of external and internal challenges,
while deriving inspiration from
Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel.
In a video message on the
occasion of ‘Rashtriya Ekta
Diwas’, the birth anniversary of
the country’s first deputy prime
minister and home minister
Sardar Patel, Modi said collective efforts, like those seen
during the Covid-19 pandemic crisis, will take the country
to new heights.
Noting that the nation is
paying tribute to Sardar Patel
who gave his life for ‘Ek Bharat,
Shreshth Bharat’, Modi said
Patel lives not only in history
but also in the hearts of all
Indians.
“Sardar Patel always wanted India to be strong, inclusive,
sensitive and alert, humble
and developed. He always put
the interest of the country first.
Today, deriving inspiration

T

the converted brothers and
sisters back to the Hindu fold,”
he said. Like Uttar Pradesh and
other states, the Telangana government should also pass an
anti-conversion law, Kumar
said adding “We have also
asked the central government
to enact a law against religious
conversions”.
“We have asked the central government (to make law
against religious conversions)
and started this effort and we

will intensify our efforts. A representation has been submitted
to the government and we are
hopeful that it will consider it.”
VHP will take up mass
awakening programme on both
the issues, he added.
The VHP leader further
wanted the Telangana government to come up with laws to
protect cows and its progeny as
“there are increasing incidents
of cow slaughter in the state of
Telangana.”

he Central Government is
likely to make a fresh
T
attempt at reaching a consen-
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sus with States to set up an allIndia judicial service, official
sources said on Sunday.
The establishment of AllIndia Judicial Service (AIJS) is
likely to be made part of the
agenda of a proposed meeting
between Union Law Minister
Kiren Rijiju and State law ministers in November, the sources
in the Government said.
As of now, judicial infrastructure is the only announced
agenda of the meeting.
The Central Government
feels that a properly framed All
India Judicial Service is important to strengthen the overall
justice delivery system of the
country.
All India Judicial Service
(AIJS) will give an opportunity for induction of suitably
qualified fresh legal talent
through a proper all-India
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s the country gets ready to
celebrate Diwali, only 2 per
A
cent of Indians think that
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from him, India dealing with all
kinds of challenges, external
and internal,” Modi said.
He said the country is
today taking inspiration from
the spirit of ‘Ek Bharat,
Shreshtha Bharat’ to achieve
self-reliance and safeguard its
interests.
“In the last seven years,
the country has got rid of the
decades-old unwanted laws,
and has taken the ideals that
cherish national unity to new
heights.
Be it Jammu and Kashmir,
North East or any village in the

Himalayas, today all are progressing on the path of
progress,” he said.
The prime minister said
the modern infrastructure
development in the country is
working to remove the geographical and cultural distances.
The country is today witnessing a “great maha yagna of
social, economic and constitutional integration”, and its capability and determination on
every front - water, land, air,
space - is unprecedented, he
said.
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merit selection system.
It will also address the
issue of social inclusion by
enabling suitable representation
to marginalised and deprived
sections of society, successive
law ministers have said.
A bill could be required to
establish an all-India judicial
service to recruit officers for
subordinate courts through an
entrance test. The provision of
an all-India judicial service on
the lines of the Indian
Administrative Service and the
Indian Police Service was
mooted
soon
after
Independence. The provision
of AIJS was included in Article
312 of the Constitution

through the 42nd amendment
in 1976. But it would still
require a bill to decide on its
broad contours.
At present, various high
courts and State service commissions hold exams to recruit
judicial officers. The Union
Public Service Commission
(UPSC) could hold a standardised entrance test to recruit
judges for lower courts.
Since cases in lower courts
are argued in local languages,
there have been apprehensions
about how a person from north
India can hold hearings in a
southern state.
But the Government is of
the view that even IAS and IPS
officers have served in different states overcoming the language barrier.
The Government believes
that if such a service comes up,
it would help create a pool of
talented people who could later
become a part of the higher
judiciary -- the 25 high courts
and the Supreme Court.

masking compliance around
them is effective, while only 3
per cent feel that people in their
localities and districts are following social distancing norms,
according to a survey.
The survey conducted by
LocalCircles, a digital community-based platform,
received more than 39,000
responses from over 20,000
citizens in 366 districts of India
on how people are complying
with masking and social distancing protocols during the
festive season and travel.
Forty-seven per cent of
respondents were from tier 1
districts, 30 per cent from tier
2 districts and 23 per cent from
tier 3, 4 and rural districts.
While 65 per cent of respondents were men, 35 per cent
were women.
On the masking front, the
survey found that only 2 per
cent of respondents said that
“more than 90 per cent” people in their area, district or city
are compliant and only 16 per
cent respondents said that
masking compliance is effective
at airports, stations and bus
stands, etc. During travel.
According to a survey conducted by LocalCircles in
September, 13 per cent of citizens felt that masking compliance in their area, district or
city was high, while 30 per cent
of respondents felt that masking compliance during travel
was effective.
In the latest survey, just 3
per cent of respondents said
that social distancing compli-
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rime Minister Narendra
Modi will hold a review
meeting on November 3 with
district magistrates of over 40
districts having low Covid-19
vaccination coverage, the PMO
said on Sunday.
The meeting, which will be
held via video conferencing,
will include districts with less
than 50 per cent coverage of the
first dose and low coverage of
the second dose of the vaccine,
it said.
The 40 districts are spread
across Jharkhand, Manipur,
Nagaland, Arunachal Pradesh,
Maharashtra and Meghalaya
among other states, and chief
ministers of these states will
also attend the meeting.
Modi will be holding the
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akesh Pratap Singh,
Samajwadi Party (SP) MLA
R
from Gauriganj constituency in

P

meeting immediately on his
return from abroad after
attending the G20 and COP26
meetings, the PMO noted.
Highlighting the need to
accelerate the pace and coverage of vaccination,
Union Health Minister
Mansukh Mandaviya had
recently stated that there are
more than 10.34 crore people
in the country who have not
taken the second dose of the
vaccine after the expiry of the
prescribed interval.

Amethi, on Sunday tendered
his resignation from the Uttar
Pradesh Assembly, alleging
non-fulfilment of promises by
the state’s BJP government.
Speaking to PTI, Singh
said, “Today I met Speaker of
UP Legislative Assembly
Hriday Narayan Dixit and tendered my resignation.”
Accusing the BJP government of peddling lies, Singh
said he had raised some
demands and the government
had assured him of fulfilling
them. However, the demands
were not fulfilled.
When contacted, Speaker
Dixit told PTI, “MLA Rakesh
Pratap Singh met me today and

submitted his resignation letter.
The matter will be examined as
per rules and a decision will be
taken.”
He sat on an ‘anshan’
(protest fast) at the Mahatma
Gandhi statue in the state capital.
“The government is speaking lies. Hence, there is no
point in sitting in the House.
Officials are weakening the
democratic system and do not
follow the directions of the
elected government,” he
alleged.
Mentioning the repair of
two damaged roads in his
constituency, Singh said, “On
February 25, the government
assured the House that the
damaged roads will be
repaired within three months,
but the work has not started
till now.”

ttar Pradesh Chief
Minister Yogi Adityanath
on Sunday offered waters from
the Ganga and Afghanistan’s
Kabul river at the site where a
temple of lord Ram is being
constructed in Ayodhya.
“A
girl
from
Afghanistan capital Kabul had
sent water of the Kabul river to
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
for offering it at the spot where
the massive temple of lord
Ram is being built,” the chief
minister said.
Adityanath said it had been
decided that waters of pious
rivers from across the world
will be offered at the temple
construction site, and this girl
from Kabul has displayed an
exemplary gesture of devotion.
Honouring the sentiments
of the girl, who sent the water
despite the situation in
Afghanistan following the
takeover of Kabul by the
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Taliban, “I have come to
Ayodhya to offer the water of
the Kabul river and the Ganga
at the ‘nirman sthal’ (construction site) of the Ram temple”, he said.
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The chief minister said
that she sent the water as part
of her rich religious feeling
attached with the temple in
Ayodhya.
Earlier, talking to reporters

ance is effective in their area,
district or city
and 9 per cent of respondents said that social distancing compliance during travel is
non-existent now.
According
to
the
September survey, 6 per cent of
respondents had said that social
distancing compliance in their
area, district or city was high.
The survey had not measured
effective social distancing compliance during travel.
A LocalCircles survey from
June, which was shared by the
Union health ministry in its
July 6 briefing, had found that
29 per cent of people felt that
masking compliance around
them was effective, while 11 per
cent felt that social distancing
compliance around them was
effective.
“The drop in masking
compliance ratings from 29 per
cent to 2 per cent and in social
distancing compliance ratings
from 11 per cent to 3 per cent
indicates that the vast majority of Indians believe that masking and social distancing compliance are practically nonexistent in most of the country,”
said Sachin Taparia, founder of
LocalCircles.
Similarly, on the travel
front, social distancing compliance is extremely poor with
many citizens raising complaints on LocalCircles about
the poor enforcement of social
distancing norms at security
check, boarding and in buses at
airports like Delhi and
Mumbai, he said. According to
the LocalCircles’ report, with
Diwali markets, fairs and private parties being held in cities,
stepping out and socialising are
back with fervour.
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in Lucknow, Adityanath hailed
the gesture of the girl.
Following the interaction,
he flew to Ayodhya in a helicopter to offer the water of the
Kabul river along with that of
the Ganga at the Ram
Janambhoomi temple site.
The gesture becomes all the
more important because with
the ascendency of the Taliban
to power in Afghanistan, freedom of women has been curtailed and “in such a situation
the gesture of the girl of sending the water for offering at the
Ram temple deserves praise”,
the chief minister said.
The Ayodhya temple has
an international appeal and
people from different faiths
have expressed their sentiments in different countries in
its favour, he said.
Adityanath has already said
that 12 lakh “diyas” (earthern
lamps) collected from all 75
districts of Uttar Pradesh would
be lit in Ayodhya as part of
Diwali.
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he Congress on Sunday
paid tributes to former
T
Prime Minister Indira Gandhi
on her death anniversary, with
party leader Rahul Gandhi
hailing her as a great example
of women power.
Rahul Gandhi paid floral
tributes to Indira Gandhi at her
memorial “Shakti Sthal” here.
Indira Gandhi, the then
prime minister, was assassinated on this day in 1984 by
two of her own security guards.
“My grandmother served
the country fearlessly till the
last moment - her life is a
source of inspiration for us,”
former Congress chief Rahul
Gandhi said in a tweet in
Hindi.
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“A great example of women
power, humble tributes to Mrs.
Indira Gandhi on her martyrdom day,” he said.

Posting her picture as a kid
with Indira Gandhi, Congress
general secretary Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra said, “Your life

is a message of courage, fearlessness and patriotism. Your
life is a message to keep fighting for justice by walking on the

path of ideals.”
Congress’ chief spokesperson Randeep Surjewala said
history will always be a witness
to the enormous contribution
of India’s first woman prime
minister and a “symbol of
women’s empowerment”, Indira
Gandhi.
The Congress, in a
tweet from its official Twitter
handle, also lauded the former
prime minister’s contribution
to the country.
“She represented strength.
She epitomised sacrifice. She
personified service. A billion
salutes to the Iron Lady of
India, our very first woman
Prime Minister, a true Bharat
Ratna, Smt. Indira Gandhi, on
her death anniversary,” the
Congress said in its tweet.
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ongress leader Priyanka
Gandhi Vadra on Sunday
C
targeted Chief Minister Yogi
Adityanath in his home turf of
Gorakhpur and made a flurry
of poll promises, including
farm loan waiver and purchasing wheat and paddy at C2500
per quintal.
"'Things have happened
against the 'vaani' (views) of
Guru Gorakhnath. Bulldozers
were used, threats were made
to put people in jail," she
alleged at a rally, taking a
swipe at Adityanath who is also
the head of the prominent
Mutt here named after saint
Gorakhnath.
The Congresss general
secretary also reached out to

farmers and members of the
fishing community.
"If the Congress is voted to
power, then fisheries will be
given the status of agriculture,
and it will get all the facilities
like agriculture. The rights of
people of the Nishad community will be restored in sand
mining and fisheries. Apart
from this, a university named
after Guru Machendranath will
also be set up," she said.
"The entire loans of the
farmers will be waived. Wheat
and paddy will be purchased at
C 2,500 per quintal, while sugarcane will be purchased at C
400 per quintal. The problem
of stray cattle will be resolved
on the lines of Chhattisgarh,
and a complete solution will be
evolved," she said.

The Congress general secretary added that government
jobs will be given to 20 lakh
youths, while contractual
workers will be regularised.
The Anganwadi workers
will get an honorarium of
C10,000, and women will get
three free cylinders in a year,
she promised. "Apart from
this, if voted to power, our government will bear the cost of
treatment of any illness up to
C 10 lakh," she said.She also
said that C25,000 will be given
to families who have lost their
livelihood due to Covid19.Hitting out at Chief Minister
Adityanath, who has been a
five-time MP from Gorakhpur,
the Congress general secretary
said that the health scenario in
the district is dismal.
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+XPLOLDWLQJPHDVXUHVWRSUHYHQWFKHDWLQJLQ
H[DPVPXVWEHGHOLEHUDWHGXSRQE\WKH*RYW

&

XWWLQJFORWKHVLQWKHQDPHRIFRQWUROOLQJFKHDWLQJLQH[DPLQDWLRQV+RZORZFDQ
WKHV\VWHPDQGVRFLHW\JRWRPRYHIRUZDUGLQOLIH"7KHEL]DUUHLQFLGHQWKDSSHQHG
DIHZGD\VDJRDWDQHQWUDQFHH[DPFHQWUHIRUWKH5DMDVWKDQ$GPLQLVWUDWLYH6HUYLFHV
$PDOHVHFXULW\JXDUGZDVVHHQFXWWLQJWKHVOHHYHVRIDWRSZRUQE\DIHPDOH
FDQGLGDWH7KHDQJHUDQGKXPLOLDWLRQRIWKHFDQGLGDWHZHUHHYLGHQWLQWKHFOLSWKDWZHQW
YLUDO7KH1DWLRQDO&RPPLVVLRQIRU:RPHQWRRNVXRPRWXFRJQLVDQFHRIWKHPDWWHU
7KH*RYHUQPHQWFRQVLGHUVWKHH[DPLQDWLRQWREHKLJKO\FRPSHWLWLYHDQGWKHUHIRUHFODLPV
WKHSRVVLELOLWLHVRIFKHDWLQJDUHKLJK,WHYHQRUGHUVDVKXWGRZQRIWKHLQWHUQHWGXULQJ
WKHH[DPLQDWLRQ,WLVFRPPRQIRUVHFXULW\JXDUGVDWWKHHQWUDQFHRIWKHFHQWUHVWRVFLV
VRUORQJVOHHYHVRIZRPHQ·VWRSV,QWKLVFDVHLWZDVDPDOHJXDUGZKRXVHGWKHVFLV
VRUVDQGWKDWLVZK\WKHVWURQJREMHFWLRQ7KHREMHFWLRQVKRXOGKDYHEHHQWRWKHFXW
WLQJRIFORWKHVLQJHQHUDO$PDQGRLQJWKHKRQRXUV
LVDQDGGHGLQVXOW,WLVWKH*RYHUQPHQW·VUHVSRQVL
ELOLW\WRFRQGXFWH[DPLQDWLRQVLQDIUHHDQGIDLUPDQ
QHU*RYHUQPHQWVKDYHEHHQFRQGXFWLQJH[DPLQDWLRQV
RIYDULRXVHGXFDWLRQERDUGVIRUGHFDGHVQRZDQGWKH\
KDYH YDVW H[SHULHQFH RI FRPLQJ XS ZLWK IRROSURRI
PHWKRGVIRUFRQGXFWLQJSURIHVVLRQDOH[DPLQDWLRQV
7KDWVRPH6WDWHVGRLWVXFFHVVIXOO\WHOOVRQWKHOHYHO
RILQHIILFLHQF\RIRWKHUV5DMDVWKDQLQWKLVFDVH7R
EHIDLUWRWKH*RYHUQPHQWVVWULFWVWHSVDUHQHFHVVL
WDWHGEHFDXVHRIWKHPLVFRQGXFWRIERWKWKHLQYLJL
ODWRUVDQGWKHVWXGHQWVRUH[DPLQHHV,QPRVWSDUWV
RIWKHFRXQWU\WKHV\VWHPLVDIDUFHEHFDXVHRIDQH[XVEHWZHHQWKHWZRZKHUHLQIRU
H[FKDQJHRIPRQH\H[DPLQHHVDUHSURYLGHGIDFLOLWLHVWRZULWHDQVZHUVHYHQZLWKRXW
VWXG\LQJ$VPHWKRGVRIFKHDWLQJLPSURYHGZLWKWKHDYDLODELOLW\RIWHFKQRORJ\VRGLG
WKHFRXQWHUDFWLRQVE\WKHDXWKRULWLHV,Q8WWDU3UDGHVKIRUH[DPSOHRQH*RYHUQPHQW
LQWURGXFHGVWULFWPHDVXUHVDJDLQVWFKHDWLQJDQGDVDUHVXOWODNKVRIVWXGHQWVXQVXUH
RISDVVLQJSUHIHUUHGWRRSWRXWRIWKHERDUGH[DPLQDWLRQV
+RZHYHUQHYHUZDVWKHULJKWWRGLJQLW\RIOLIHRIH[DPLQHHVSXWDWULVNLQWKHQDPH
RIDQWLFKHDWLQJPHDVXUHV,WLVKDSSHQLQJQRZDQGWKH*RYHUQPHQWVPXVWEHKHOGUHVSRQ
VLEOHIRUJLYLQJKXPDQGHFHQF\DZLGHEHUWK5DMDVWKDQ·VLVQRWWKHSUHFHGHQW,Q
WKH&%6(ZKLFKZDVFRQGXFWLQJWKH1((7H[DPLQDWLRQFDPHRXWZLWKDGUHVVFRGH
IRUH[DPLQHHVWKDWUXOHGRXWORQJVOHHYHGWRSVGDUNFRORXUHGWURXVHUVFORVHGRUKLJK
KHHOHGVKRHVELJEURRFKHVPHWDOEXWWRQVDQGHDUULQJVDQGHYHQPHWDORQEUDVZLWK
KRRNV7KHUHZHUHFDVHVRIZRPHQIRUFHGWRUHPRYHWKHLUEUDVEHIRUHEHLQJDOORZHG
WRHQWHUWKHH[DPLQDWLRQFHQWUH$VDZRPDQSROLWLFLDQVDLGDWWKDWWLPHLWLVGHEDWDEOH
KRZPDQ\IHPDOHFDQGLGDWHVZRXOGKDYHEHHQDEOHWRZULWHWKHH[DPSURSHUO\DIWHU
EHLQJVXEMHFWHGWRVXFKKXPLOLDWLRQ
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0RGL¶VPHHWZLWKWKH3RSHPLJKWEHSROOGULYHQ
EXWLWFDQFKDQJHKRZWKHZRUOGVHHV,QGLD
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KH3ULPH0LQLVWHULVLQ5RPHRQDWKUHHGD\YLVLWWRDWWHQGWKH*VXPPLW
1HYHUWKHOHVVDVDOZD\VLWLVDQRSSRUWXQLW\WRPDNHWKHULJKWQRLVHVDQGIXU
WKHUWKHQDWLRQDOLQWHUHVWDQGVRPHVHULRXVLPDJHEXLOGLQJ7KLVYLVLWFDQDOUHDG\
EHWHUPHGDVVXFFHVVIXOLQWKHSRVLWLYHUHVSRQVHWKH3ULPH0LQLVWHUKDVJDUQHUHGVR
IDU,QKLVDGGUHVVWRWKHILUVWVHVVLRQRIWKH*ILUVWVXPPLWRQ´*OREDO(FRQRP\
*OREDO+HDOWKµKHVDLGWKDWWKHZRUOGPXVWILJKWLWWRJHWKHUDQGWKDW,QGLDLVUHDG\WR
SURGXFHELOOLRQYDFFLQHGRVHVE\WKHHQGRIQH[W\HDU,QKLVDGGUHVV1DUHQGUD0RGL
LQYLWHG*FRXQWULHVWRPDNH,QGLDWKHLUSDUWQHULQWKHLUHFRQRPLFUHFRYHU\7KH3ULPH
0LQLVWHUDOVRPHWVHYHUDOZRUOGOHDGHUVDWRQHRIZKDWPD\EHWHUPHGWKHPDLQFKDUPV
RI*VXPPLWVDVOHDGHUVFDQPHHWRQHRQRQH
RQWKHVLGHOLQHVDQGVWULNHDSHUVRQDOUDSSRUWZLWK
RQH DQRWKHU 7KH PHHWLQJV ZLWK )UHQFK 3UHVLGHQW
(PPDQXHO 0DFURQ DQG 6LQJDSRUH 30 /HH +VLHQ
/RRQJGHVHUYHDVSHFLDOPHQWLRQ+HDOVRLQWHUDFW
HGZLWK,WDOLDQFRXQWHUSDUW0DULR'UDJKLDQGKHOGWDONV
ZLWK863UHVLGHQW-RH%LGHQ+RZHYHUZKDWZRXOG
JUDEWKHKHDGOLQHVLV3ULPH0LQLVWHU0RGL·VLQYLWD
WLRQWR3RSH)UDQFLVWRYLVLW,QGLDWKDWKDVEHHQZHOO
UHFHLYHGHYHQE\WKH566WKDWLVFRQVHUYDWLYHWR
VD\WKHOHDVWLQLWVDSSURDFK
7KHULJKWZLQJ+LQGXRUJDQLVDWLRQKDVZHOFRPHG
WKH 3ULPH 0LQLVWHU·V IULHQGO\ JHVWXUH VD\LQJ LW LV LQ OLQH ZLWK WKH ,QGLDQ WUDGLWLRQ RI
9DVXGKDLYD.XWXPEDNDP 7KH3RSHKLPVHOIWKDQNHGWKH3ULPH0LQLVWHUIRUWKHLQYLWH
DQGVDLGLWLVWKHELJJHVWJLIWKHFRXOGKDYHUHFHLYHGIURPKLP7KLVVKRXOGVRPHZKDW
KHOS300RGLWRVKXQKLV+LQGXKDUGOLQHUDSSURDFKWKDWWKHZRUOGLVZDU\RIHVSH
FLDOO\DVWKH&KULVWLDQPDMRULW\*RDSROOVDUULYH7KH3RSHLVOLNHO\WRYLVLW,QGLDDIWHU
ORQJ\HDUV+RZHYHUWKH3ULPH0LQLVWHU·VLQYLWDWLRQWRWKH3RSHVHHPVODUJHO\GUL
YHQE\WKHHOHFWRUDOSROLWLFVEDFNKRPHDV*RDDQG.HUDODWKDWJRWRSROOVVRRQKDYH
DVL]HDEOH&KULVWLDQSRSXODWLRQ,WLVVWLOODZHOFRPHPRYHQRWZLWKVWDQGLQJWKHEDOORW
1RWWKDWHYHU\WKLQJLVJRLQJWRFKDQJHDIWHUWKLVYLVLWEXWDQHIIRUWKDVEHHQPDGHLQ
WKHULJKWGLUHFWLRQ,QGLD·VLPDJHKDVVXIIHUHGLQUHFHQW\HDUVIRUUHDVRQVWKDWDUHEH\RQG
WKHVFRSHRIWKLVSLHFH$IWHUWKHQRWVRVXFFHVVIXOYLVLWWRWKH86UHFHQWO\WKH3ULPH
0LQLVWHUPXVWEHDUHOLHYHGPDQDVKHKDVEHHQZHOOUHFHLYHGWKLVWLPH$OLWWOHFKDQJH
LQSHUFHSWLRQDQGDSSURDFKFDQFKDQJHWKHZD\WKHZRUOGVHHV,QGLD

7KHLQWHQWEHKLQG
WKHFHOHEUDWLRQV
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t is disappointing that people living in India, enjoying
their lives here, support
Pakistan and celebrate its
cricket team’s victory over India.
That shows such people are loyal
to Pakistan and not to India.
Pakistan is a country that broke
away from India with the slogan,
“Hans ke liya tha Pakistan, lad ke
lenge Hindustan”.
Lakhs of Hindus were killed
on their way from West Punjab
to the east in 1947. Trains full of
the corpses of slaughtered
Indians would reach India to be
received by their fellow countrymen. In this regard, an excerpt
from Mohammad Ali Jinnah’s
speech of March 22, 1940, at the
Muslim League session at
Lahore, a day before the League
passed the Pakistan Resolution
bears iteration:
“It is extremely difficult to
appreciate why our Hindu
friends fail to understand the real
nature of Islam and Hinduism.
They are not religions in the
strict sense of the word, but are,
in fact, different and distinct
social orders. It is a dream that
the Hindus and Muslims can
ever evolve a common nationality. This notion of one Indian
nation has gone far beyond its
limits and is the cause of most of
our troubles and will lead India
to destruction if we fail to revise
this misconception in time.
The Hindus and Muslims
have different religious philosophies, social customs and literatures. They neither intermarry
nor interdine, and indeed, belong
to two different civilisations,
which are based mainly on conflicting ideas and conceptions.
Their views of life and of life are
different. It is also quite clear that
Hindus and Muslims derive their
inspiration from different sources
of history. They have different
epics, different heroes in different episodes. Very often, the hero
of one is a foe of the other and
likewise, their victories and
defeats overlap. To yoke two
such nations under a single State,
one a numerical minority and the
other a majority, must lead to
growing discontent and the final
destruction of any such fabric
that may be so built up for the
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Government of such a State.
The termination of the
British regime will be a worse
disaster for the Muslims that
has ever taken place during
the last 1,000 years. Muslim
India cannot accept any constitution which must necessarily result in a Hindu majority
Government. If Hindus and
Muslims are brought together under a democratic system,
forced upon the minorities, it
can only mean Hindu Raj.
Muslims are a nation according to any definition of a
nation, and they must have
their homelands, their territory and their State. We must be
prepared to face all difficulties
and make all the sacrifices that
may be required of us to
achieve the goal we have set in
front of us.”
Hardly had the flag of the
newly independent India and
Pakistan been unfurled when
Jinnah sent Pakistani army
irregulars called mujahideen
into Kashmir. These terrorists
managed to reach Srinagar
airport before the Indian army
reached the Valley, defeated
and pushed them back.
The two countries have
been enemies from their conception, not just birth. This is
the country whose cricket
team some of our citizens have
cheered for. Not merely a
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cricket win, but what is being
advertised as a win for the religion of the country whose
capital is Islamabad. It was no
mere cricket celebration, but
also a religious one, with the
sole intent of insulting India.
The two countries have
fought four wars in 1948,
1965, 1971 and 1999, to stamp
the seal on their enmity. Each
time, it was Pakistan that initiated the aggression while
India defended itself. Even at
present, there is a great deal of
tension between the two
countries. Terrorists keep
sneaking into India literally
every day. Nevertheless, if
anyone loves Pakistan so dearly, he should shift to that
country. They cannot enjoy
Indian hospitality. Indians
would feel relieved while
Pakistan-lovers can enjoy life
better in the country of their
affections. Go, go, go is our
request to them.
Now, let nobody compare
this situation with Indians
waving flags in England when
the Indian cricket team wins
in that country. It is simply not
comparable. First, there is no
enmity between India and
Britain; there never has been.
Yes, the East India Company
chartered in London conquered India gradually. They
took over Indian principalities
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Sir — With the impending Assembly elections, Goa has apparently become the
cynosure of all eyes. The enthusiastic presence of quite a few high-profile figures from
various political parties in the coastal State,
while justifying the contention, gives an
impression that the upcoming elections are
a matter of prestige for almost all national parties. While political pundits are of the
opinion that the BJP and the Congress are
the major players, one cannot, however,
overlook the ‘fanciful’ chances of other parties in the fray as they strive for electoral
stardom.
But a general observation that almost
all parties are overly dependent on the
political prowess of a couple of their leaders to see them through in the polls doesn’t actually present a convincing picture
of politics in the State. This has probably
caused the inglorious trend in the State
where ‘established’ leaders have shamelessly changed sides frequently and embraced
all political options available to advance
their cause. Do party ideologies really
matter for such turncoats? No sooner are
they out of the party, they are seen making eloquent proclamations about feeling
stifled in the undemocratic conditions
prevalent which forced them to quit.
Pachu Menon | Margao
C@9>5<5CCDB?<<C?>C?391<=5491
Sir — Breaking more than a decade-long
jinx, if Pakistan succeeded in winning the
most-hyped inaugural match of the ongoing ICC T20 World Cup against India at
the Dubai International Stadium on
October24, how come can we make one
of our own guys the ‘fall guy’ for the loss
at any pretext and on religious grounds in
particular. It was just by some quirk of fate
that Mohammed Shami, despite having to
his credit an excellent record of bowling
that has earned India many wins in the
past, could not live up to the expectations
of thousands of fans and gave away as
many as 43 runs off 3.5 overs that the star
pacer has been subject to abuse for on
social media in the aftermath.
This, however, augurs well that some
teammates including particularly the
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skipper Virat Kohli have come forward to
backing Mohammed Shami, mincing no
words in taking to task the trollers for targeting Shami. On the other hand, a couple of former Pakistani cricketers have not
shown sobriety either but exploited the
furore to vent out their grudges, as is evident from Waqar Younis and Shoaib
Akhtar's frivolous reactions, even as the
former had to apologise under the media
duress for his remarks.
Azhar A Khan | Rampur
D854B51=?61E>9D549>491
Sir — India is a vibrant and diverse nation
with people from different castes, religions
and virtues who follow vivid styles of customs and rituals, thus making it a harmonised country where all these people
live together. National unity is of utmost
significance for attaining the aim of
“One India, Excellent India”. The National
Unity Day is celebrated every year on
October 31, in memory of the “Ironman
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X]V f^a[S WPa\^]h P]S _a^VaTbb 4eT]
cW^dVWcWTX]cTaPRcX^]fPbbRWTSd[TSU^aYdbc
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bW^fX]VXcbUadXcUd[]TbbCWT[TPSTabb_^ZT
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cWPccWTEPcXRP]bTTb8]SXPPbP]PcX^]cWPc
RP]UPXcWUd[[hd]XcTP]S[TPS^cWTa]PcX^]bX]
\PZX]VcWTf^a[SPQTccTa_[PRTc^[XeT
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of India” Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, who
engaged his mind and soul, blood and
sweat and worked enormously hard with
an aim in his eyes to give India the name
of one of the most united, integrated and
independent nation. He united 565
princely States in order to give India its
present identity.
We are the Biggest Democracy of
the world. We the people of India with
vivid religions, customs, rituals, and
class, should be united for the advancement of our nation and make every single effort in order to attain the dream
of “One India, Excellent India”.
Therefore, we should pledge to dedicate
ourselves to preserving the unity and
integrity of the nation and also strive to
spread a message among fellow countrymen for a better India.
Sarthak Sharma | Ujjain
BT]Shh^daUUTTSQPRZcc^)
[TccTabc^_X^]TTa/V\PX[R^\

but were never cruel. The
Great Mutiny of 1857 then
happened, leading to the
Queen of England becoming
the Queen of her Indian
Empire. How the British modernised India is well known.
They gave India as much they
took from it.
After we first requested
and then agitated for them to
leave, the British did leave
peacefully and gracefully in
1947. They passed the Indian
Independence Act and sailed
to their home in an organised
manner. There were no mass
killings on the occasion of
their parting. On the contrary,
their Governor-General continued as ours. Earl
Mountbatten remained the
Governor-General of independent India for more than
a year. There was beauty in
such grace.
Not so with Pakistan. The
fact that a mere T20 cricket
match can bring out the worst
jihadi impulses in that country only corroborates what
their Qaid-e-Azam had bluntly stated in his Lahore
Assembly speech more than
80 years ago.
(The writer is a wellknown columnist, an author
and a former member of the
Rajya Sabha. The views
expressed are personal.)
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ROLROLNH&29,'LVDKLJKO\FRQWDJLRXVGLVHDVHDQGJLYHQ
WKDWZHKDYHQRWFRPSOHWHO\HUDGLFDWHGLWZHZRQGHUWKLV:RUOG
3ROLR'D\LIZHDQGRXUFKLOGUHQDUHVDIHIURPWKLVVHHPLQJO\
GRUPDQWWKUHDW&29,'KDVWDXJKWHYHU\RQHWKDWDYLUXOHQWYLUXVFDQ
WUDYHOVZLIWO\DFURVVJHRJUDSKLHVZKLFKLVZK\,QGLDPXVWJXDUGLWVKDUG
HDUQHGLPPXQLW\DJDLQVWSROLRDVVWULQJHQWO\DVSRVVLEOH
,QGLDRQFHDFFRXQWHGIRURYHUSHUFHQWRIDOOSROLRFDVHVLQWKH
ZRUOG6WDUWLQJLQ2FWREHUDFRQFHQWUDWHGHIIRUWE\WKHJRYHUQ
PHQW5RWDU\DQGLWVSDUWQHUVLQWKH*OREDO3ROLR(UDGLFDWLRQ,QLWLDWLYH
*3(, DFKLHYHGUHPDUNDEOHVXFFHVVLQWKH3XOVH3ROLR,PPXQL]DWLRQ
SURJUDP,Q0DUFKWKH:+2GHFODUHG,QGLD SROLRIUHH 
7RGD\ WKHUH LV D IHDU WKDW PDVV PLJUDWLRQV PD\ H[SRUW WKH ZLOG
SROLRYLUXVW\SH :39 WRRWKHUQDWLRQVZKLFKDFFRUGLQJWR:+2LV
WKHRQO\VWUDLQFXUUHQWO\DFWLYH ZLOGSROLRYLUXVW\SHDQGW\SHKDYH
EHHQZLSHGRXW 6SHFLILFDOO\WKHW\SHZLOGYLUXVFRQWLQXHVWRFLUFX
ODWH LQ WKH QHLJKERXULQJ FRXQWULHV RI $IJKDQLVWDQ DQG 3DNLVWDQ
$OWKRXJKWKHUHKDVEHHQRQHUHSRUWHGFDVHRI:39LQHDFKFRXQWU\
WKLV\HDUWRGDWHWKHJRYHUQPHQWRI,QGLDUHPDLQVFDXWLRXVDQGDXWKRU
LWLHVDUHTXLFNWRYDFFLQDWH,QGLDERXQGUHIXJHHVDJDLQVWSROLR,WLVVWLOO
H[WUHPHO\LPSRUWDQWWKDWZHUHPDLQYLJLODQWDQGSURWHFWERUGHUDUHDVWR
SUHYHQW:39IURPVOLSSLQJLQWRWKHFRXQWU\WKURXJKSURDFWLYHLPPX

QL]DWLRQSUDFWLFHVDQGVXUYHLOODQFHDQGVFUHHQLQJWHFKQLTXHVWDFWLFV
,QGLDKDVEHHQXVLQJWRWU\WRFRQWUROWKHVSUHDGRI&RYLG
:HPXVWDOVRJXDUGDJDLQVWSRWHQWLDORXWEUHDNVIURPDQRWKHUSROLR
VWUDLQWKDWFRXOGGHYHORSLIQRWHQRXJKFKLOGUHQDUHYDFFLQDWHG6SHFLILFDOO\
WKHZHDNHQHGSROLRYLUXVFRQWDLQHGLQWKHRUDOSROLRYDFFLQH 239 FDQ
VWDUWWRFLUFXODWHDQGRYHUWLPHFDQFKDQJHWRDIRUPWKDWFDXVHVSDUDO
\VLVLQXQGHULPPXQL]HGSRSXODWLRQV7KLVYDULDQWLVFDOOHGFLUFXODWLQJ
YDFFLQHGHULYHGSROLRYLUXV F9'39 DQGW\SHLVWKHPRVWFRPPRQVWUDLQ
7KXVFLUFXODWLQJYDFFLQHGHULYHGSROLRYLUXVW\SH F9'39 SULPDUL
O\RFFXUULQJLQ$IULFDDQG$VLDUHPDLQVDNH\FRQFHUQ
$OWKRXJKWKHULVNRIF9'39RXWEUHDNVLQ,QGLDUHPDLQVORZWKDQNV
WRVWURQJSURWRFROVLQWKHFRXQWU\WKDWDVVXUHQHZERUQVDUHZHOOLPPX
QL]HG3DNLVWDQDQG$IJKDQLVWDQKDYHKDGFDVHV6RWKHSROLRSURJUDP
PXVWUHPDLQSUHSDUHGDQGFRQWLQXHWRVWUHQJWKHQURXWLQHLPPXQL]DWLRQ
FDPSDLJQVDVLWDOVRGHSOR\VQHZWRROVOLNHWKHQRYHORUDOSROLRYDFFLQH
W\SH Q239 WKDWFDUULHVOHVVULVNRIFKDQJLQJWRDKDUPIXOIRUP
/DVWO\ZKLOHWKHLQIUDVWUXFWXUHEXLOWWRHQGSROLRLQ,QGLDKDVEHHQ
XVHGWRKHOSFRQWDLQWKHFRURQDYLUXVLWPXVWEHQRWHGWKDWURXWLQHLPPX
QL]DWLRQVRYHUDOOKDYHEHHQVLJQLILFDQWO\LPSDFWHG0DUFKVDZFKLOG
LPPXQL]DWLRQIRUPHDVOHVPXPSVDQGUXEHOOD 005 GLSE\DURXQG
SHUFHQWRYHUWKHSUHYLRXV\HDU
,QKLQGVLJKWWKHHIIRUWWRHQGSROLRKDVWDXJKWXVPDQ\OHVVRQVRQ
KRZWRPDQDJHDSXEOLFKHDOWKFULVLVDQGKDVLQIRUPHGRXU&29,'
UHVSRQVHHIIRUWV7KDQNVWRRXUKDUGIRXJKWEDWWOHVDJDLQVWSROLRZH
KDYHOHDUQHGWKHYDOXHRIHQVXULQJHTXLWDEOHDFFHVVWRYDFFLQHVDQG
ODXQFKLQJVWURQJFDPSDLJQVDJDLQVWYDFFLQHKHVLWDQF\
<HW,QGLDKDVPRUHZRUNWRGRLIZHDUHWRHQVXUHSROLRUHPDLQVD
ODUJHO\QHXWUDOL]HGWKUHDWZLWKLQWKHFRXQWU\,WLVLPSRUWDQWIRUSROLF\
PDNHUVDQGRUJDQL]DWLRQVWRFDUU\RXWURXWLQHLPPXQL]DWLRQSURJUDPV
DQGFRQGXFW FDWFKXS LQLWLDWLYHVWRFRYHUWKRVHZKRPD\KDYHPLVVHG
RXWRQLPPXQL]DWLRQV,QDJOREDOL]HGHUDHYHQVSRUDGLFSROLRRXWEUHDNV
LQQHLJKERXULQJFRXQWULHVQHHGWREHPRQLWRUHGDQGSURDFWLYHO\PDQ
DJHG$VORQJDVSROLRFLUFXODWHVDQ\ZKHUHDOOFKLOGUHQDUHDWULVN:H
PXVWUHPDLQFRPPLWWHGWRPDNLQJSROLRDGLVHDVHRIWKHSDVWIRUHYHU\
RQHHYHU\ZKHUH
7KHZULWHULVFKDLUSHUVRQ5RWDU\,QWHUQDWLRQDO V,QGLD1DWLRQDO3ROLR
3OXV&RPPLWWHH 5,,133& 7KHYLHZVH[SUHVVHGDUHSHUVRQDO

(PHUJLQJWKUHDWVIURP
*ZDGDU VPLOLWDULVDWLRQ
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7KH*ZDGDUSURMHFWSURYLGHV&KLQDZLWKµGHHSEHUWKLQJULJKWV DQGJLYHVLWDVDIHDQG
VKRUWHUURXWHIRULWVRLODQGPLQHUDOLPSRUWVIURPWKH0LGGOH(DVWDQG$IULFD
n 2004, the then Chinese President Hu
Jintao gave the slogan of “new historic
missions”, widely incorporated in subsequent national objectives. The 2006
and 2008 white papers on defence expressed
Beijing's consciousness on the safety of
SLOCs and the increased competition for
resources. In 2012, when Xi Jinping
assumed power, the aim of making China
a strong "maritime power" was reiterated,
and the 2013 defence white paper of China
stressed the need to develop a 'blue water
navy' for "Near Sea Defence, Far Seas
Protection". In the same year, One Belt One
Road (OBOR) was announced, and soon
China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
(CPEC) was allocated $60 billion. The
Gwadar Project became a "jewelled crown"
given South Asia's geopolitical faultlines.
The projects have helped China to penetrate
strategically and develop permissive conditions for the militarization of the ports.
Later, the 2015 document highlighted
the necessity of safeguarding the Chinese
interests in "new domains", and in October
2017, Xi called on the PLA to "prepare for
military struggle in all strategic directions".
In 2019, Beijing expressed its sovereignty
over its disputed territories and called upon
PLA to safeguard its "outer space, cyber
security interests and overseas interests"
apart from its maritime rights.
Simultaneously, developments such as
domestic regulations on its civil-military
fusion to increase the scope of the PLA and
use civilian fleets and other facilities for military purposes unmasked the hegemonic
intentions of China.
The CPEC is a dual-purpose project
and impinges on India's sovereignty in
Jammu and Kashmir; that much is undisputed. What has been even more astounding is the inclusion of non-inclusive and circular debt policies, which aim to make
Beijing's presence 'permanent' in Kashmir
and on the Western borders of India.
Financially, Pakistan owes China approximately 27.4 percent of its total external debts
that total upto $24.7 billion, and the world
knows that it would be unable to repay it.
It is here that the opaque policies of its debt
play a crucial role in Chinese expansionism.
First, Gwadar Project provides China
with 'deep berthing rights' and gives it a safe
and shorter route for its oil and mineral
imports from the Middle East and Africa.
The economics of the transport systems can
be well understood because the shipments
from Port of Salalah and Shuwaikh Port to
Kashgar Port by the existing route take 27
and 32 days while by CPEC, it will take only
7 and 8 days, respectively. This unlawful use
of our territory for transporting cargo is a
violation of India's sovereignty and the right
of India to levy taxes for the use of its land.
Whether Pakistan or China, no party has
the transactional rights to decide how India's
territories can be used, primarily when illegally occupied. Further, the Free Zone Area,
which is currently under construction, can
generate economic activities worth $10 billion annually. The Zone promises100 percent foreign ownership for investors, there-
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(The writer is an Assistant
Professor at Central
University of Punjab,
Bathinda. The views
expressed are personal.)

by establishing the countries' rights
to invest and own Projects.
In case of punitive strikes against
Pakistan, well-equipped China at the
Gwadar port and other countries at
the Free Zone area would limit our
military options. Further, China's
hard power footprints are visible
with its access to the Skardu airbase
in PoK and its paramilitary presence
near Shaymak, Tajikistan, on its
Afghan-Tajik border. These bases
that provide military reinforcements and support to the PLA can
significantly threaten the Indian
army during open hostilities with
Pakistan or China. The news of joint
Sino-Pak joint patrolling on the border of PoK- Xinjiang is also not in
Indian interests.
From a naval perspective,
China's 'submarine challenge' of
birthing at Gwadar port and
Djibouti base to overcome Beijing's
maritime weakness of the Sunda
Strait or Lombok Strait could be
used for military deception during
wartime. Even in peacetime, there
are strong possibilities that both
China and Pakistan might collaboratively block the supply chains from
the western side.
Secondly, Gwadar's locational
importance concerning Baluchistan
is of paramount importance. The
M8 or the Ratodero-Khuzdar road
connecting Gwadar to Western
China is marked by heavy paramilitary personnel. Human rights violations against the Baloch ethnic
population by both nations is a
strong possibility. Similarly, the
upcoming China-Pakistan Health
Corridor (CPHC), in which Gwadar
will occupy a vital place concerning
the dumping of bio-medical waste
in the Arabian Sea, will raise unforeseen health issues for the Indian

population. The potential
weaponization of pathogens by the
dual-use facilities of CPEC and the
inability of the democratic countries
to take action will deteriorate the
security in South Asia. From a real
politik perspective, last year, Baloch
Raji Ajoi Sangar (BRAS) and
Sindhudesh Revolutionary Army
(SRA) announced their union to
fight against the CPEC Project and
committed themselves to fight for
the independence of Sindh and
Baloch areas.
In order to suppress the rising
voices, Pakistan and China have
recently decided to increase the militarization of Gwadar and its neighbouring areas by expanding the
CPEC Project. Last month, the
Karachi Coastal Comprehensive
Development Zone (KCCDZ)
agreement was reached, with provisions for four new berths for
Karachi Port Trust (KPT), a stateof-the-art fishing port and an urban
infrastructure zone. The project
envisions attracting $3.5 billion of
Chinese investments, which
undoubtedly will also have Chinese
security in Karachi port.
The KCCDZ aims to increase
the stronghold of Pakistan in Sindh
by suppressing the simmering voices and poses maritime security
threats to the Indian interests, especially the India bound cargo transportations via the straits of Hormuz
and other critical sea passages. The
Sino-Pak naval presence in the
high seas also infringes upon the
freedom of seas as outlined in the
UNCLOS, to which India strictly
adheres. China's illegal and unregulated fishing in the Arabian Sea will
increase in the days to come.
If India, along with the other
vital players, can successfully high-

light the treatment of Baluch nationalists at an international level, it can
be a potential 'game changer'.
Baluchistan's long overdue independence can provide a breathing
space for the Baluch people by
breaking their "shackles of slavery"
and giving India a vital buffer state
with military advantages.
Finally, the increasing
Talibanization of the Pakistani society, a rift between the Pakistan
Army Chief and Prime Minister
Imran Khan, and the armed rebellions against the CPEC Project are
all conditions that pose severe
threats to the regional security
order of South Asia. The situation
becomes further complicated with
Iran and Russia gradually moving
towards giving diplomatic recognition to the Taliban in Afghanistan,
with naval exercises occupying a
center stage. Further, the militarization of the CPEC along with the
maritime presence of PLAN in the
other sectors of the Indo-Pacific
Ocean increases the possibilities of
military friction between China
and the US. Any 'accidental'
encounter might spiral into crisis or
a military conflict, thereby endangering Indian security.
These developments and their
implications display the zero-sum
mentality of the Indo-Pacific great
game, in which there is no other
option but to outwit the adversary.
The security architecture is rapidly shifting. Today, the country needs
to adopt a holistic approach towards
security that should be encompassing conventional and other emerging technologies apart from aiming
to have a military presence in
Pakistan's western front and beyond
to 'military squeeze' Islamabad at an
appropriate time.
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ersistent shaming by
media of India's undernutrition profile has distracted the policy-makers from
the invisible menace of overnutrition, which has now
assumed epidemic proportions.
While the presence of
hunger and undernutrition in
the marginalized and poor
segments of populations is
undeniable, the rapid escalation of obesity and overnutrition-associated
NonCommunicable Diseases
(NCDs) like diabetes, hypertension, heart disease and
stroke are a reality too.
In 2016, these NCDs were
responsible for 55 per cent of
the total disability adjusted life
years and the major risk-factors (high blood pressure, high
blood sugar, high cholesterol,
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(The writer is Professor and
Senior Consultant in Pediatrics
and Clinical Epidemiology,
Sitaram Bhartia Institute of
Science and Research, New
Delhi. The views expressed are
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and overweight) contributed to
a quarter of the NCD burden.
Alarmingly, the recent
Comprehensive National
Nutrition Survey documented
“metabolic obesity” in at least
half of the children aged 5-19
years, including those who
were thin or short, conventionally labelled ‘undernourished’.
This simultaneous burden of malnutrition needs
immediate redressal in a judicious and evidence-based
manner, ensuring that interventions for undernutrition
do not escalate overnutrition.
There is a deep-rooted
socio-cultural belief that higher caloric intakes through
hyperpalatable, high energydensity, high fat and high
sugar diets will ameliorate
undernutrition, particularly
in children and adolescents.

However, recent evidence
unequivocally demonstrates
that such diets fuel escalation
of non-communicable diseases, which could result in a
life-time of misery and intergenerational consequences.
Characterization of foods
as high fat, sugar or salt (HFSS)
is based on the World Health
Organization's population
nutrient intake goals to prevent
obesity and related NCDs.
Foods are labelled as HFSS, if
the energy contributions or the
content of these nutrients
exceeds the total energy avail-

able from those foodstuffs, as
follows: 30 per cent for fat or
10 per cent for saturated fat, 10
per cent for free sugars, and 1
mg sodium per 1 kcal for salt.
Without prominent and
easy to understand labelling, it
is an arduous task to identify
a HFSS, particularly for semiliterate and illiterate consumers. Global and Indian
evidence demonstrates the
deleterious effects of sustained
consumption of HFSS diets.
There is a significant association of higher consumption of
such foods with all-cause mortality and several diseases.
These include overall cardiovascular diseases, coronary
heart diseases, cerebrovascular
diseases, hypertension, metabolic syndrome, overweight
and obesity, depression, irritable bowel syndrome, overall

cancer, postmenopausal breast
cancer, gestational obesity,
adolescent asthma and wheezing, and frailty. Excess salt
intake is more specifically
related to hypertension.
A fascinating experiment
conducted at the National
Institute of Health, USA, compared effects of unprocessed
and ultra-processed meals
matched for presented calories,
energy density, macronutrients, sugar, sodium, and fiber.
Subjects were instructed to
consume as much or as little as
desired. Within a short span of
two weeks, energy intake was
greater with hyperpalatable
ultra-processed diet with
increased consumption of carbohydrate and fat, but not protein. This led to an average
weight gain of 0.9 kg.
Similar evidence of unfa-

vorable metabolic perturbations, hypertension, mental
health issues and sleep disturbances has accumulated for
children and adolescents.
Disturbingly, HFSS foods are
now being increasingly introduced in infancy in the garb of
“health foods” and “healthy
complementary diets”.
Infancy is an impressionable age, when future tastes are
developed and fats, sugars and
oils are somewhat addictive.
Thus, it is crucial for the right
dietary practices to be inculcated from the very beginning.
There is no escaping the
conclusion that the consumption of HFSS foods has to be
drastically reduced to improve
the health and human capital
of the nation. Importantly,
this has to start prior to conception and with greater

emphasis on impressionable
infants, children and adolescents. Fortunately, India is still
in an expanding phase of marketing of such products and is
some distance away from the
peak and we have the collective experience of developed
countries to guide us.
Obviously, the multinational food-industry will
resist these attempts on all
fronts. Health education alone
is unlikely to successful, particularly because such foods
are tasty, addictive, cheap and
convenient, but extort a heavy
price on health. Strict laws regulating the sale and advertisement of such foods are immediately required. The time to
act for maximal benefit, is
therefore, now; else we may
repent for generation(s), with
only ourselves to blame.
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he UN climate summit in
T
Glasgow opened Sunday
with appeals for action and
prayers, kicking off two weeks
of intense diplomatic negotiations by almost 200 countries
on how to tackle the common
challenge of intensifying global warming.
Following the opening
gavel Sunday, leaders from
around the world will gather in
Scotland’s biggest city Monday
to lay out their countries’ efforts
to curb greenhouse gas emissions and deal with the effects
of climate change. At the
Vatican Sunday, Pope Francis
appealed to the world’s people
to pray that world leaders’
realize the suffering of the
Earth and the poor as the climate warms.
Negotiators will push
nations to ratchet up their
efforts to keep global temperatures from rising by more than
1.5 degrees Celsius (2.7
Fahrenheit) this century compared with pre-industrial times.
The newly opened summit

he COP26 summit is “our
last best hope” to agree on
T
implementing the Paris

2[X\PcTPRcXeXbcbWPeTSTbRT]STS^]6[PbV^fU^acWT2>?!%bd\\Xc

remains “our last, best hope to
keep 1.5 in reach,” said Alok
Sharma, the British government minister chairing the
Glasgow talks, known as
COP26.
Scientists say the chances
of meeting that goal, agreed to
in the landmark deal closed at
the 2015 Paris climate accord,
are slowly slipping away. The
world has already warmed by

05?

more than 1.1C and current
projections based on planned
emissions cuts over the next
decade are for it to hit 2.7C by
the year 2100.
The amount of energy
unleashed by such planetary
warming would melt much of
the planet’s ice, raise global sea
levels and greatly increase the
likelihood and intensity of
extreme weather, experts warn.
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resident Joe Biden told
Turkish President Recep
P
Tayyip Erdogan on Sunday that
their countries must better manage disagreements after the partnership between NATO allies
was tested by Turkey’s threat to
no longer recognize the US
envoy and its purchase of a
Russian missile defense system.

“We’re planning to have a
good conversation,” Biden said
as the leaders appeared in front
of journalists before nearly an
hour of closed-door talks. The
president did not answer questions about whether Turkey
had grown too close to Russia
or human rights.
In the meeting, Biden reaffirmed Turkey’s importance as
a NATO ally as well as its

defense partnership with the
US, but raised with Erdogan
concerns about possession of
the Russian S-400 missile system, the White House said in
a statement afterward.
The Turkish president has
said he’s open to buying a second Russian missile system,
despite the controversy generated by the 2017 deal to acquire
the Russian-made system.

Agreement, which limits the
rise in global temperatures and
keeps the goal of 1.5 degrees
Celsius alive, summit President
Alok Sharma said as he formally opened the climate conference in Glsgow on Sunday.
The Indian-origin Cabinet
minister, who is leading the UK
presidency of the 26th
Conference of Parties (COP26) to
the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change
(UNFCCC) at the Scottish Event
Campus (SEC), has described his
role as “shepherd-in-chief” of the
two-week-long summit.
“I believe we can move
negotiations forward and
launch a decade of everincreasing ambition and
action... But we need to hit the
ground running,” Sharma said,
in his opening speech on
Sunday, which marks the operational launch of the summit.
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eaders of the world’s biggest
economies were set to tackL
le climate change Sunday, the
final day of a weekend summit
in Rome that is widely expected to set the tone for a major
conference on the same issue
taking place in Glasgow,
Scotland, over the next two
weeks.
The Group of 20 countries,
which represent more than
three-quarters of the world’s
greenhouse gas emissions, are
looking for common ground
on how to reduce emissions
while helping poor countries
deal with the impact of rising
temperatures.
If the G-20 summit ends
with only weak commitments,
momentum could be lost for
the larger annual talks in
Glasgow, where countries from
around the globe will be represented including poor ones
most vulnerable to rising seas,
desertification and other
effects. The future of coal, a key
source of greenhouse gas emissions, has been one of the
hardest things for the G-20 to
agree on.
However, the US and other
countries are hoping to get a
commitment to end overseas
financing of coal-fired power
generation, said a senior US
official who spoke on condition
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of anonymity to preview
President Joe Biden’s plans.
Western countries have
moved away from financing
coal projects in developing
countries, and major Asian
economies are now doing the
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ritain is naming a thinning
Antarctic ice mass the
B
Glasgow Glacier, to symbolize
the vast implications for the
world of a climate conference
that starts Sunday in the
Scottish city.
More than 120 world leaders will join British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson in
Glasgow for the COP26 summit. Britain is calling the gathering one of the world’s last
chances to keep alive the goal,
agreed in Paris in 2015, of limiting global warming to 1.5
degrees Celsius (2.7 degrees
Fahrenheit) above pre-indus-

trial levels.
Scientists from the
University of Leeds in England
have studied a chain of glaciers
in the Getz basin of Antarctica,
and found their journey from
land to ocean sped up by an
average of 25% between 1994
and 2018 due to climate
change, shedding 315 gigatonnes (347 billion U.S. tons) of
ice and contributing to rising
global sea levels.
The glaciers, which lie in
the British Antarctic Territory,
will be named after cities that
have hosted climate conferences, reports or treaties,
including Rio, Kyoto, Paris and
Glasgow.

same: Chinese President Xi
Jinping announced at the UN
General Assembly last month
that Beijing would stop funding
such projects, and Japan and
South Korea made similar
commitments earlier in the year.

eaders of the world’s biggest
economies made a compromise commitment Sunday
to reach carbon neutrality “by
or around mid-century” as
they wrapped up a two-day
summit that was laying the
groundwork for the UN climate conference in Glasgow,
Scotland.
According to the final
communique, the Group of 20
leaders also agreed to end public financing for coal-fired
power generation abroad, but
set no target for phasing out
coal domestically — a clear nod
to coal-dependent countries
including China and India.
The Group of 20 countries
represent more than threequarters of the world’s greenhouse gas emissions and G-20
host Italy and Glasgow-host
Britain had been looking for

more ambitious targets coming
out of Rome. Without them,
momentum for Glasgow could
be lost.
Italian Premier Mario
Draghi told the leaders going
into the final working session
Sunday that they needed both
to set long-term goals and
make short-term changes to
reach them.
“We must accelerate the
phasing-out of coal and invest
more in renewable energy,” he
said. “We also need to make sure
that we use available resources
wisely, which means that we
should become able to adapt our
technologies and also our
lifestyles to this new world.”
His message was echoed by
Britain’s Prince Charles, who
urged leaders to listen to young
people who are inheriting the
warming Earth and warned
that “it is quite literally the lastchance saloon.”
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rench President Emmanuel
F
Macron and British Prime
Minister Boris Johnson met
privately on Sunday to try to
resolve an escalating dispute
over fishing in the English
Channel — but afterward the
two countries appeared farther
apart than ever and gave starkly differing versions of the
meeting’s outcome.
The post-Brexit spat over
the granting of licenses to fish

in Britain’s coastal waters
threatens to escalate within
days into a damaging French
blockade of British boats.
After the 30-minute meeting between Macron and
Johnson on the fringes of a
Group of 20 summit in Rome,
a French top official said both
leaders agreed there was a
need to talk to each other “in
a situation of important tensions.” He said measures need
to be taken “as soon as
possible” to get to a
de-escalation.
Britain, however, denied
the leaders had agreed to take
steps to de-escalate the spat,

F?TYZVWfcXVd
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he UN secretary general urged Sudan’s generals on Sunday to reverse their takeover of the
country, a day after tens of thousands of people took
to the streets in the largest pro-democracy protest
since last week’s coup. Antonio Guterres said the
generals should “take heed” of Saturday’s protests.
“Time to go back to the legitimate constitutional
arrangements,” he said in a tweet.
He was referring to a power-sharing deal that
established joint military-civilian rule following the
ouster of longtime autocrat Omar al-Bashir and his
Islamist government in April 2019. The UN envoy
for Sudan, Volker Perthes, said meanwhile that he
met Sunday with Abdalla Hamdok, the deposed
prime minister who remained under house arrest
in the capital Khartoum.
“We discussed options for mediation and the
way forward for Sudan. I will continue these efforts
with other Sudanese stakeholders,” he said. Guterres
expressed concern about violence against protesters on Saturday, calling for perpetrators to be held
accountable. At least three people were shot dead
when security forces opened fire on protesters in
Omdurman, a city adjacent to the capital of
Khartoum. A doctors’ union also said more than
110 people were injured by live rounds, tear gas and
beatings in Omdurman and elsewhere in the country.With Saturday’s deaths, the overall number of
people killed since Monday’s coup rose to 12,
according to the Sudan Doctors’ Committee and
activists.

T

saying it was entirely up to
France to calm the waters.
The UK Government said
in a statement that during the
meeting, Johnson “reiterated
his deep concern” over France’s
rhetoric and “expressed his
hope that the French government would de-escalate.”
Johnson’s spokesman, Max
Blain, said “our position has not
changed.”
“It will be for the French to
decide whether they want to
step away from the threats
they have made in recent days,”
Blain said.
“Both in our rhetoric and
our actions we have not in any

way sought to escalate this. ...
The de-escalation would have
to come from the French side.”
A second French official
said the “difference of views
shows a different mindset” and
that Paris cares about commitments that have been made and
about the French-British relationship.
Fishing is a tiny industry
economically, but one that
looms large symbolically for
maritime nations like Britain
and France. Britain’s exit from
the economic rules of the 27nation bloc at the start of this
year means the UK now controls who fishes in its waters.
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ressure is mounting on
Lebanese leaders to remove
P
a Cabinet minister whose comments on the war in Yemen
sparked a diplomatic row with
Saudi Arabia. The head of the
country’s Maronite Catholic
Church called for “decisive
action” in his Sunday sermon,
suggesting he wanted the minister to resign.
Cardinal Bechara Rai said
the crisis with Saudi Arabia and
other Gulf nations threatens to
undermine the interests of
thousands of Lebanese living
there, as well as businesses in
Lebanon that depend on the
region.
“We look forward to the
President and the Prime
Minister and all those concerned to take a decisive action
to remove the explosive fuse
threatening the Lebanese-Gulf
relations,” Rai said. “We call for
this decisive position in defense
of Lebanon and the Lebanese
living in the country and
abroad.”

His call echoed comments
by the Lebanese-Saudi Business
Council, an association that
represents businessmen from
both countries. On Sunday it
warned of the crisis’ impact on
trade and the economic interests of thousands of Lebanese
living in the Gulf.
The council called on the
government to remove
Information Minister George
Kordahi over his comments
about the war in Yemen that
stoked Riyadh’s ire. Politicians
from leading Lebanese parties
echoed the call.
Kuwait, the United Arab
Emirates and Bahrain followed
Saudi Arabia in taking punitive
measures against Lebanon following the discover y of
Kordahi’s comments, recalling
their ambassadors and asking
Lebanon’s to leave their countries. Saudi Arabia, one of
Lebanon’s biggest export markets, banned all Lebanese
imports — a major blow for a
countr y
struggling
with a crippling economic
crisis.
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resident Joe Biden is convening world leaders at the
P
Group of 20 summit on Sunday
to talk about ways to relieve the
supply chain bottlenecks hampering the global economy as
it recovers from the coronavirus pandemic.
Despite devoting a combined $15 trillion to combat the
fallout from Covid-19, many of
the world's largest economies
are slogging through mass
shortages as ships are waiting
to dock, the prices of shipping
containers climb, not enough
trucks exist to haul goods from
ports, and virus outbreaks halt
factory production.
Supply chain issues have
emerged as a point of economic
and political pain for Biden, as
the delays have contributed to
inflation and potentially put a
damper on holiday shopping.
Republican lawmakers have
cited the threat of inflation and
supply chain challenges in critiquing Biden's economic leadership.
In Sunday's meeting, the
president plans to discuss how
each country can identify and

resolve bottlenecks, said a
senior administration official
who requested anonymity to
discuss the plans. The goal is to
help relieve pressures and boost
growth.
There is also the broader
goal of greater coordination
among countries so that supply
chains are more resilient. This
means increased transparency
on shipping issues, so that
possible problems can be identified and addressed. After the
pandemic shut down factories,
Biden plans to discuss how
countries can identify strategies
to ensure the production of
essential goods such as computer chips are not taken offline
for an extended period of time.
The president planned to
make announcements on U.S.
plans to stockpile critical minerals and metals, as well as
detail which U.S. resources
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New Delhi: Petrol and diesel
prices on Sunday were hiked
for the fourth straight day by 35
paise per litre each, pushing
pump rates to new record high
across the country with States
with high incidence of local
taxes such as Madhya Pradesh
having the costliest fuel.
The price of petrol in Delhi
rose to its highest-ever level of
C 109.34 a litre and C115.15 per
litre in Mumbai, according to
a price notification of stateowned fuel retailers.
Diesel now costs C98.07 a
litre in Delhi and C106.23 in
Mumbai.
This is the fourth consecutive day of the price hike.
There was no change in rates
between October 25 and 27,
prior to which prices were
hiked by 35 paise per litre each
on four straight days.
While petrol has already
hit the C100-a-litre mark or
more in all major cities of the
country, diesel has touched
that level in over one-and-ahalf dozen states. Diesel rates
crossed that level in places

9,7$3IHOLFLWDWHV
FDPSXVSODFHPHQW
DFKLHYHUV
New Delhi:VIT-AP University
felicitated campus placement
achievers on Saturday at Taj
Gateway Hotel, Vijayawada in
the presence of chief guest J.
Nivas, Collector & District
Magistrate.
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New Delhi:The Fed interest
rate decision, domestic macroeconomic data announcements
and quarterly earnings will be
the major sentiment drivers for
the equity market in a holidayshortened week ahead, analysts
said.
Investors will also take
cues from the monthly auto
sales numbers to be announced
on Monday.
Equity markets will remain
closed on Thursday for Diwali
Laxmi Pujan and on Friday for
Diwali Balipratipada.
"Due to the festival of
Diwali, markets will have a
truncated three-day trading
session this week.
"Key events to watch out
for this week will be India's
PMI data for October and US
Fed meeting which will provide
some direction to the market,"
Siddhartha Khemka, head
(retail research) at Motilal
Oswal Financial Services Ltd,
said.
Selling by foreign funds,
weak global markets and mixed
earnings weighed on market
sentiments last week.
PTI

ranging from Jalandhar in
Punjab to Gangtok in Sikkim.
Prices differ from state to
state, depending on the incidence of local taxes and cost of
transportation.
The twin factors led to
petrol price crossing Rs 120 a
litre mark in places such as
Panna, Satna, Rewa, Shahdol,
Chhindwara and Balaghat in
Madhya Pradesh.
The same level has also
been crossed in two border
towns of Rajasthan Ganganagar
and
Hanumangarh.
Ganganagar has the costliest fuel in the country with
petrol costing Rs 121.52 a litre
and diesel coming for Rs 112.44
per litre.
Petrol price has been hiked
on 25 occasions since
September 28, when a threeweek-long hiatus in rate revision ended. In all, prices have
gone up by Rs 8.15 a litre.
Diesel rates have been
increased by Rs 9.45 per litre in
28 hikes since September 24.
PTI

will be available to end blockages at key ports around the
world, the senior administration official said.
Biden also met Sunday
with Turkish President Recep
Tayyip Erdogan and planned to
appear with Ursula von der
Leyen, president of the
European Commission, to discuss an agreement between
the U.S. and EU to settle a rift
over Trump-era tariffs on steel
and aluminum.
The president will also hold
a formal news conference,
though his domestic agenda
might generate as much attention as his foreign policy efforts.
House Democrats hope to vote
Tuesday on Biden's $1.75 trillion spending plan for families,
health care and the environment as well as on his $1 trillion infrastructure plan that has
already cleared the Senate.
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Glasgow: India and the UK are
set to enhance their
International Solar Alliance
(ISA) partnership with the
launch of a new Green Grids
Initiative connecting different
parts of the world at the United
Nations (UN) COP26 climate
summit in Glasgow.
The new Global Green
Grids Initiative – One Sun
One World One Grid (GGIOSOWOG) is an evolution of
ISA's OSOWOG multilateral
drive to foster interconnected
solar energy infrastructure at a
global scale.
The new Green Grids
Initiative, to be launched at
COP26 on Tuesday, will mark
a merging of flagship interconnection initiatives from
India and the UK as part of
their bilateral cooperation.
“This initiative will bring
together an international coalition of national governments,
financial organisations, and
power system operators to
accelerate the construction of
new infrastructure needed to
deliver a massive scale-up of
secure, reliable and affordable
power, such as modern, flexible grids, charging points, and
electricity interconnectors,” the
UK's Department for Business,
Energy & Industrial Strategy
(BEIS) said, in reference to the
joint project.
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o protect the people taking
bonafide business deciT
sions, the Finance Ministry
ISA recently announced a
partnership with Bloomberg
Philanthropies to mobilise
USD 1 trillion in global investments for solar energy across
ISA's member countries.
The two organisations plan to
work with the World Resources
Institute (WRI) to develop a
Solar Investment Action
Agenda and a Solar Investment
Roadmap, which will also be
launched at COP26.
India-led ISA, an intergovernmental treaty-based
international organisation with
a global mandate to catalyse
global solar growth by helping
to reduce the cost of financing
and technology for solar, is
designed to establish solar
energy as a shared solution that
simultaneously addresses climate, energy, and economic
priorities across geographies.
ISA, headed by Director
General Dr Ajay Mathur and
with 98 countries supporting its
framework, is aimed at facilitating energy transition at a
global level, energy security at

national levels, while also
ensuring energy access at the
local level.
The alliance said it is working with development banks to
bring the benefits of solar
across the world. Apart from
bringing down prices for solar
water pumps, it is enabling
technological transfer, storage
solutions, financial assistance,
along with skilling and
enabling countries to adopt
solar.
It added: “The ISA is an
observer to the United Nations
Framework Convention on
Climate Change (UNFCCC)
and has been an active participant at Conference of Parties
(COPs).
"To continue with ISA's
efforts at global outreach, the
ISA Secretariat will participate in the forthcoming 26th
UN
Climate
Change
Conference of the Parties
(COP26), to be held under the
UK presidency, at Glasgow
(Scotland) between November
1 and November 12, 2021.” PTI
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he Government's collecT
tion from levy of excise
duty on petroleum products
has risen 33 per cent in the first
six months of the current fiscal when compared with last
year and is 79 per cent more
than pre-Covid levels, official
data showed.
Data available from the
Controller General of Accounts
(CGA) in the Union Ministry
of Finance showed excise duty
collections during AprilSeptember 2021 surging to
over Rs 1.71 lakh crore, from Rs
1.28 lakh crore mop-up in the
same period of the previous fiscal.
Thanks to a steep hike in
excise duty rates, the collection
is 79 per cent more than Rs
95,930 crore mop-up in AprilSeptember 2019.
In the full 2020-21 fiscal,
excise collections were Rs 3.89
lakh crore and in 2019-20, it

was Rs 2.39 lakh crore, CGA
data showed.
After the
introduction of the Goods and
Services Tax (GST) regime,
excise duty is levied only on
petrol, diesel, ATF and natural gas. Barring these products,
all other goods and services are
under the GST regime.
Out of the Rs 2.3 lakh crore
excise collection in 2018-19, Rs
35,874 crore was devolved to
states, according to the CGA.
In the previous 2017-18 fiscal,
Rs 71,759 crore was devolution
to the states out of a collection
of Rs 2.58 lakh crore.
The incremental collection of Rs 42,931 crore in the
first six months of the fiscal
year 2021-22 (April 2021 to
March 2022) is four times the
Rs 10,000 crore liability that the
government has in the full
year towards repayment of oil
bonds that were issued by the
previous Congress-led UPA
government to subsidise
fuel.

majority of Indian organisations (80 per cent) are
A
likely to increase their cybersecurity budget in 2022,
according to a survey by global consultancy firm PwC.
As per the PwC's 2022
Digital Trust Insights Survey,
the risk landscape is continuously evolving and organisations are investing more than
ever in cybersecurity to manage their risks.
As the business environment turns more complex due
to the interconnectedness of
systems and information, the
impact of a risk event is not
limited but rather has a domino effect with high consequences, it said.
Organisations are therefore gearing up to implement
robust cybersecurity practices
and controls to manage these

risks.
"...82 per cent of the Indian
respondents have predicted an
increase in their cybersecurity
budget in 2022. Moreover, 41
per cent of organisations in
India predict double-digit
growth in their cyber budgets
in 2022, as against 26 per cent
organisations globally," the survey said.
The 2022 Global Digital
Trust Insights is a survey of
3,602 business, technology, and
security executives (CEOs, corporate directors, CFOs, CISOs,
CIOs, and C-Suite officers)
based in various regions. The
India edition of the global survey report focuses on the
responses of the executives of
109 Indian businesses.

has issued a uniform staff
accountability framework for
NPA accounts up to C 50
crore.
These guidelines shall be
implemented with effect from
April 1, 2022, for accounts
turning non-performing assets
(NPAs) beginning next financial year.
The Department of
Financial Services (DFS), under
the finance ministry, "vide its
order dated October 29 advised
broad guidelines to be adopted by all public sector banks
(PSBs) on 'Staff Accountability
Framework for NPA Accounts
up to Rs 50 crore' (Other than
Fraud Cases)", the Indian
Banks' Association (IBA) said
in a statement.
Banks have been advised to
revise their staff accountability policies based on these broad
guidelines and frame the procedures with approval of the
respective boards, it said.
The IBA, being a key stakeholder of the framework, was
involved in the process right
from the beginning.
These guidelines will help

quell apprehension that
bankers could be hauled up for
their bonafide commercial
decision go wrong. It will also
help banker to take credit decisions faster and help support
economy.
Stressing that the new
guidelines will surely boost the
morale of the PSBs employees
immensely, it said banks will
have to complete staff accountability exercise within six
months from the date of classification of the account as NPA.
Further, it said that
depending on the business size
of the banks, threshold limits
have been advised for scrutiny
of the accountability by the
chief vigilance officer (CVO).
Past track record of the
officials in appraisal or sanction/ monitoring will also be
given due weightage, it added.
"At present, different banks
are following different procedures for conducting staff
accountability exercise. Also,
staff accountability exercise is
being carried out in respect of
all accounts which turn into
NPA.
"This approach not only
adversely affects staff morale
but also puts a huge strain on
the bank's resources," it
said.

6PDOOHUVWRFNVJLYHKLJKHU
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maller stocks have continSto equity
ued to give higher returns
investors so far this
fiscal, significantly outperforming bigger peers on
indices. The BSE smallcap
index has zoomed 7,333.47
points or 35.51 per cent, while
midcap index has jumped
5,096.41 points or 25.25 per
cent so far this fiscal.
In comparison, the 30share BSE benchmark Sensex
has gained 9,797.78 points or
19.78 per cent.
"We are in a structural bull
market where midcap and
smallcap stocks tend to outperform and we are seeing the
same phenomenon is playing
out. The other reason for the
outperformance of the broader market is strong participation by retail investors and
thanks to technology that is

helping the penetration of the
stock market in India," said
Parth Nyati, Founder,
Tradingo. "If we look at the
first half of FY'22 then we are
seeing continuous selling by
FIIs that is another reason for
the underperformance of
large-cap stocks, however the
overall performance of Indian
equity markets is much better
than global peers," he noted.
The BSE midcap index
reached its record high of
27,246.34 on October 19 and
the smallcap hit its all-time
peak of 30,416.82 the same
day.
The BSE Sensex rallied to
its all-time high of 62,245.43
on October 19.
Nyati said a massive outperformance by the Indian
market in FY22 is being seen
so far on the back of a strong
recovery in the economy and
demand.
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onathan Kennedy brought in substantial experience in theatre producing, arts management and
international cultural exchange when
he joined the British Council in
February 2019 as the director arts
India.
Earlier, he was executive director
of Tara Arts 2007–2019), contributing
especially to the major 2.8million
GBP capital re-development of Tara
Theatre and the launch of the Black
Theatre Live national touring consortium.
Before Tara Arts he was arts programmes manager of Croydon
Clocktower and Head of Studio and
Programme Development at
Wimbledon Theatre.
As a part of his responsibility to
develop a national strategy, manage
stakeholder relationships across government and the creative industries;
and conceptualise programmes to
promote and strengthen India-UK cultural relations through collaboration,
connections and creative partnerships, he is spearheading the India-UK
Together 2022 programme. Aimed at,
celebrating and promoting artistes in
both countries, the programme marks
India’s 75th anniversary of
Independence in 2022-2023 and invited Indian Arts organisations, festivals
and institutions to collaborate with
their UK counterparts and co-create
a production for the India-UK 20222023 season.
Under this, four grants to the tune
of C25 million will be awarded to projects highlighting collaborations
between India and the UK. These
should be collaborative and co-created arts and culture project proposals
that offer positive opportunities to codevelop cross-cultural creative collaborations, skills and knowledge
exchange, and new artistic work with
scope to touring India in 2022-2023.
The projects had to address shared
global challenges and investigate the
following sub-themes:
a) Science, Arts and Heritage in
times of change — exploring one of
these areas or the intersection
b) Arts Festivals — bringing
together artists and performance companies with festivals in India to perform and present, working together to
drive the enterprise economy through
spotlighting culture and creativity
Kennedy talks about what IndiaUK Together 2022 has in store.

J

SHow does the programme intend

to address shared global challenges
through the lens of digital innovation, environmental sustainability,
equality, diversity, and inclusion
principles?
The programme marks the 75th
anniversary of India’s independence
and aims to strengthen bilateral relaur home is our personal haven,
our cozy space where we
O
unwind after a hard day, replenish
our energy reserves and rejuvenate
our souls. The ambience of our home
reverberates through our aura. The
way we create imprints of our personality on our homes, our spaces
also leave their mark on our persona.
When we surround our home environment with positive energy, it
transcends to our mood and elevates
our sense of being. And what better
time to infuse a vibrant touch into
interiors than the festival season?
With festivities round the corner, it’s
time to imbue a bright new aura into
your living spaces.

tionships through creative collaboration between the arts organisations
from both nations. We invited collaborative proposals for new arts and culture projects from India and UKbased organisations, festivals, and
institutions.
The programme aimed to boost
creative collaboration between Indian
and UK arts companies. Applications
had to demonstrate mutuality and codevelopment of the project from
inception to delivery. We wanted all
applicants to demonstrate how they
have considered and will deliver our
values for equality, access and inclusion for artists and audiences, live
(face to face) and digitally.
The central theme for all projects
had to be ‘Together’, addressing shared
global challenges through the lens of
digital innovation, environmental
sustainability, equality, diversity, and
inclusion principles, gender equality,
accessibility and empowering young
leaders of the future. After receiving
the applications (yesterday was the last
date), the panel will look at how well
the participants have been able to
embed the principles of equality,
diversity and inclusion through the
core proposal and design for artists
and audience accessibility needs: captioning videos, translations, interpreters, gender of the beneficiaries or
project team.
SHow many organisations will be
selected for the programme?
Our India-UK Together programme focuses on enabling Indian
and UK art organisations to connect,
create and share more with each
other. We are looking at at least eight
organisations coming on board for the
programme; with a minimum of two
organisations per grant (one from
India, one from the UK).

S What does the grant entail?
Would it also include setting up
joint productions/exhibitions
To enable the widest possible
spectrum of artists to participate, the
open call invited projects across art
forms such as theatre and dance,
visual arts, new media, music, film,
architecture, design and fashion, literature, and inter-disciplinary arts.
Cross-disciplinary practises that
showcase the fusion of different art
forms were encouraged as the campaign aimed to bring creativity to the
fore.
Grants will be awarded to collaborative and co-created arts and
culture project proposals between
India and UK partners for skills and
knowledge exchange and showcasing artistic work with scope to tour
or be produced digitally in India in
2022-2023
The main aim of the IndiaUK Together programme is to
strengthen bilateral relationships through creative collaborations between the arts companies from both nations.

SWhat will be the criteria to accept
or reject an organisation?
Applications must be able to
demonstrate mutuality and co-development of the project from inception
to delivery. The collaboration grant
was open to India and UK (including Wales, Scotland, and Northern
Ireland) arts and culture organisations such as arts and culture com-

SWould you say that the soft
power of arts is a way for
countries to come together?
Perceptions, empathy and
understanding of different
cultures and diplomacy go
hand in hand. A country’s
cultural relations can bolster
its ability to collaborate with
other nations on shared global chal-

The mobile has actually been a
boon for a lot of artists during the pandemic as it allowed them to reach audiences digitally and create engagement
like never seen before. The British
Council’s Five Films For Freedom
LGBTQI short film series with the BFI
reached nearly 1 million viewers on
JioCinema earlier this year.
(The grant will be
announced next
year.)

S Post-pandemic when
people are still hesitant
about being in crowded
places, how will arts, especially performing ones go
forward? What are the
changes as well as challenges that you see?
The pandemic had a
profound impact on the arts.
For many artists whose livelihood depended on a live audience work has largely stopped. In
the absence of physical space,
many artist companies and festivals
took to the digital stage to find
innovative ways to collaborate
and reach new audiences internationally.

Starring Bededict Cumberbatch, the biopic revolves
around the life of Louis Wain, a British artist who was
famous for his drawings of anthropomorphised cats and
kittens with large eyes. It starts streaming from November
5 on Amazon Prime Video.

SIn times when the phone
occupies a lot of our
mind space and time,
how do arts gain
centrestage?
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The documentary special will celebrate the origins
and legacy of the legendary Star Wars’ bounty hunter,
Boba Fett. It starts streaming from November 12 on
Disney+Hotstar.
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YBring the greens in

arrangements or elaborate ones,
depending on your personal style.
Even single stems in mason jars peppered around the room can instantly enliven the space. Decorate your
favourite flowers in pretty vases and
wake up to a concert of enchanting
aromas.
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While flowers beautify the space,
greens work like a charm. They
refresh and rejuvenate, and permeate infinite calm. From ferns and
palms to bonsais and creepers, potted plants energise spaces like nothing else. Enhance the beauty of your
greens with pots and planters in myriad shapes, sizes and designs. With
a vast variety of planters in contemporary and classic styles, you are
spoilt for choice. Amplify the ornamental value of your greens with chic

metal pots and planters. Several
planters of varying heights clubbed
together can create an interesting
focal point. Alter the arrangement
and change the look, each time,
every time.

unforgettable moments again and
again. Enlarge your favourite picture
as a canvas on a wall or create a picture collage in your lobby, photo
frames can turn your home into a
mini art gallery. The best part — you
can keep changing pictures according to your mood or a special occasion, to create a fresh look every
time. While ornate frames in metallic shades can instantly create a
royal look, wooden frames in
vibrant hues exude a boho-chic
vibe. Take your pick from the vast
variety of frames available and elevate your décor.

YClick it, frame it

YLet’s get artsy

Pictures are like memory-boxes,
they capture precious moments for
eternity, and bring a smile to your lips
every time you see them. Photoframes allow you to take a trip down
memory lane and reminisce those

Nothing spells aesthetic more
than
art
and
artifacts.
Unconventional décor pieces like
miniatures, figurines, sculptures and
décor accents accentuate the regal
touch of your home. Whether it is a

metal tray to host your trinkets or a
motorbike sculpture carried as a trip
memorabilia, it’s time to flaunt them
all. Quirky décor accents in metal
and wood add a flair of panache to
any space. Recreate a royal vibe with
abstract art work in sleek silver or
muted gold. If it is bohemian that you
fancy, choose from eclectic artifacts
in wood and distressed textures.
Surrender to the charm of art, and let
your interiors exude a unique aura.
YBooks to set you free

Anna Quindlen once said, ‘I
would be most content if my children grew up to be the kind of people who think decorating consists
mostly of building enough bookshelves.’ And we can’t agree more!
Add a touch of glam to your books
with bookends made of unique
materials. Bookends can spruce up
those reading nooks in more ways
than one. Bring a slice of quirky with
murals and artsy styles, add a royal
touch with antique designs or modernise your space with contemporary pieces. Bookends can help you
sprinkle a touch of culture to your
interiors and create conversation
starters for your guests.
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The protagonist, Bhargav Sharma, and his friends plot a
scheme to open India’s first fake bank, dupe people off their
money and flee. The series marks the last directorial venture of late Raj Kaushal. It starts streaming on Amazon
Prime Video on November 3.
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YFlowering glory

The joie de vivre that fresh flowers bring is unparalleled. They brighten up dull spaces, permeate fresh
aroma and even have healing properties. Move over marigolds and
roses, and choose something unique
and refreshing this festive season.
Whether you like exotic flowers like
orchids, anthuriums, tulips and lilies
or dainty ones like daisies and forget-me-nots, there’s something for
everyone. You can go for delicate

panies, museums, cultural institutions, Arts Festivals, consortiums,
collectives, NGOs, social enterprises and digital platforms.
Proposals had to consider codevelopment and delivery by one
lead partner who was based in
India and one company based out of
the UK.
Given the ongoing challenges
and risks of Covid-19, we’ll be
looking at proposals that can be
delivered either 100 per cent digital
or are of hybrid nature, allowing
these to be showcased to audiences
across India and UK either online or
physically.

lenges, such as for example the UN’s
Sustainable Development goals.
With the British Council’s IndiaUK Together programme, the aim is
to strengthen bilateral relationships
through creative collaboration
between the arts organisations from
both nations. The programme also
aims toward development of skills
and capacity for long-term collaboration in the arts and opening new
market opportunities. It looks at
strengthening positive cultural
relations through co-creation
by developing new and
expanding current partnerships.
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YEnlighten and enliven

When in doubt, add more
lights. No festive décor is complete
without lights. Fairy lights, floor
lamps, wall scones and chandeliers
— lights enliven a space effortlessly. Soft mellow lighting gives a
cozy glow to the interiors. Add a row
of tea lights at the entrance to create a welcoming aura. Tiny lanterns
lined up at the edge of console units
and buffets create an appealing
look, with minimum effort. String
a fairy light on a mirror to brighten up any space. If you have a
fountain or water-body outside
your house, place a few lanterns
alongside, and see how they light
up your home.
Festivals are all about understated glamour. Bedazzle your guests
and fabricate a refreshing aura with
your special touch. Just go with your
instincts, let your imagination run
wild, ditch those rules and see what
a resplendent look you can create.
This festive season, infuse novelty
into your interiors with your creativity. Get ready to shimmer and shine!
(The author is the founder of
and CEO at Casa Décor, a home
décor brand.)
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started working while I was still a
teenager. A small voice from inside,
however, kept calling me to do
something worthwhile. I couldn’t tell
whether the voice was trustworthy or
if the stirring within me was real and
within reach,” shared Tejas Salaskar, a
19-year-old boy from Mumbai,
Maharashtra who is currently engaged
with Rashtra Sevadal – a non-profit
organization that works with children
and adolescents.
Sevadal was founded by
Panduranga Sadashiv Sane, popularly
known as Sane Guruji. A freedom fighter, he was an author, social reformer and
anti-caste activist from Maharashtra.
His organisation works with children
and young adults to inculcate the values of democracy, socialism, secularism,
scientific temper and universal brotherhood. It’s aimed at creating citizens
like Tejas who would help build a social- 5^^SSXbcaXQdcX^]QhBTePSP[Pc6^aTVP^]<d\QPX
ist society and dedicated youth workforce for constructive work.
“I had chosen commerce without
much contemplation. Even though I
was convinced to get into accountancy, I knew that it was not my calling,”
shared Tejas, whose mother is a homemaker and father works in a garment
factory. He started working at a plant
;:0 0368;
that specialised in manufacturing hearing aids. Describing his previous work,
he said, “Many of our customers had
hearing impairments at a very young
age. Children as young as 15 and 16
were affected and required treatment.
I had started liking the work, but due
to Covid-19 our workshop had to halt
its operation.”
Soon, he began volunteering for
Sevadal. Deeply involved and satisfied
with what he does now, Tejas decided
not to resume work at the workshop
after it recently started operation.
One of the interventions aimed at
the education and betterment of children from low-income, informal settlements. It had started with career guidance counselling but soon realised that
most children found it difficult to
crack board exams in Class 10, which
CTYPbPcf^aZ
hampered their further development. CTYPbBP[PbZPacWTh^d]VRWP]VT\PZTa
The organisation took a call and starthours and are provided lunch before already left school because they had to
ed coaching classes for the same.
“The students of standards nine and proceeding to school. The trust has also earn,” shared Tejas.
The Aarey Colony School which
10 would come here after school hours customised mathematical tables to help
at 1:30 p.m. The trust provides them students who are poor in math. “Most was run by the Brihanmumbai
with a mid-day meal after which their of these children were on the verge of Municipal Corporation (BMC) was
coaching starts,” informed Tejas. The dropping out of schools, which was adopted for the intervention. Aarey forstudents from middle school are also averted due to our food and coaching est is part of the Sanjay Gandhi National
provided coaching during the morning programme. But sadly, a few have Park in Mumbai. The school is closer
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to the Padas (hamlet) deep in the
woods. There were some students who
could barely read and write. Here,
Sevadal activists had to start from
scratch, but they were patient and the
end result was fruitful.
In March 2020, Covid-19 surfaced
and the education of children and liveli-
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e it Kerala, Tamil Nadu or
Uttarakhand, the resources
B
of India’s National Disaster
Response Force are being
stretched to the limit, in order
to rescue stranded people and
create safe spaces in regions
devastated by floods. Houses
have toppled over, lives have
been lost, roads are waterlogged, crops have been
destroyed, services have been
impaired amid overflowing
lakes, rivers, landslides and
partially submerged villages
and towns.
I learnt that there has also
been flooding near the Jim
Corbett National Park and over
3,000 people had to be evacuated from a barge on the Sarda
River.
The Indian Meteorological
Department has also stated that
some parts of the Kumaon
region recorded 403.2 millimeters (15.8 inches) of rainfall, and
this is the highest rainfall over
a 24-hour period ever recorded here. In Kerala too, rain continues unabated and hundreds
of families have been displaced.
This is what extreme weather events look like. In densely
populated, developing countries like ours, the climate crisis will have harsher ramifications than we can imagine and

the crisis is already showing up
in our newsfeed and in our
streets.
Recently, an intergovernmental panel on climate change
indicated that unless we learn
from our mistakes collectively,
we may experience a temperature rise of 1.5 degrees C in the
near future.
But even before we reach
that tipping point, we will pay
with human lives, loss of biodiversity, degradation of flora
and fauna and massive economic devastation every time there
is a flash flood, a forest fire, a
pandemic, a drought, a pandemic. Who can we blame for
all this? Ourselves, most of all,
because despite the obvious
climate issues before us, we continue to plunder forests in the
name of development, keep
mining eco-sensitive regions,
and continue to expand real
estate activities in areas that
cannot accommodate more
environmental degradation.
Floods are so frequent now
because we have encroached
upon river banks. We have
turned natural water sources
into cesspools when ideally we
should not be dumping garbage
or effluents in rivers and oceans
at all.
Somehow we don’t seem to

see the link between our health
and the health of the planet.
For instance, the Northeast has
seen a decrease of forest cover
to the extent of 765 sq km and
there is no widespread alarm.

As a bio-geographic zone,
Sikkim boasts rich plant diversity, varied plant communities
and a forest ecosystem that
influence the socio-economic as
well as ecological wellbeing of

hood took a beating. When the online
classes started, many children from the
Adivasi hamlet couldn’t access it as they
didn’t have a basic cell phone, let alone
a smartphone or internet facility.
The trust assisted 45 children to
seek admission in college. Several students who didn’t have the required documents for admission were offered
assistance to get their Aadhar cards and
caste certificates. Soon they realised the
need to address the issue of food security as many parents had lost their jobs
due to the pandemic and started a food
distribution programme.
“Initially, we had given preference
to the families of our students, but then
there were others who had lost the
means to sustain them. We collected the
data of people who had lost their jobs,”
said Tejas while explaining the process
of food distribution. “Students helped
us collect the data of the neediest families,” he added.
Despite the fact that schools gradually reopened following the second
lockdown, students from Adivasi hamlet had low attendance. Focusing on the
issue, Tejas and the team visited the
hamlets and encouraged the children to
attend their classes. Students started
attending schools but would get restless
after 11:30 a.m. and leave.
“We found that children would
attend the school on an empty stomach
and be hungry by 11:30 am,” shared
Tejas. To tackle the situation, trust
sprang into action and made provisions
for the food for these children and their
families.
“In the BMC school at Aarey
Colony, one of the students, Sushma
(name changed), used to frequently
remain absent. Later, we found out that
her mother had Tuberculosis (TB). She
had to look after her mother’s health
along with the house. This was before
Covid-19, when she was about to drop
out,” informed Tejas, who takes pride
in intervening at the right time and
averting the circumstances. According
to him, Sushma’s mother was admitted
to a hospital for treatment and she was
able to attend school.
Tejas is tech-savvy and would like
to use it for development. He wants to
pursue further studies in the field of
humanities while continuing to make
a difference in every little way possible.
Tejas life’s an example of how organisations like Sevadal can transform lives
for a better tomorrow!

rural communities. Rural populations in particular depend
on wood, fodder, and other
organic byproducts of a thriving forest life. And yet, thanks
to acute anthropogenic pressure, increasing demands for
wood, fuel and fodder, trees are
now cut faster here than they
can be planted.
Afforestation is critical for
the protection of forest
resources, livelihoods and the
agriculture of the state and still
we don’t seem to see that there
is a connection between the climate crisis and our actions.
The health of the coastal
ecosystem is critical and yet we do
not protect it and that is why during the floods, all the waste and
garbage dumped by us is thrown
back at us by the sea. Mangroves
across the coastal belt are being
rampantly destroyed to make
way for ‘developmental’ projects
without any second thoughts,
even though mangroves protect
human habitats from floods.
Why is it so hard to see that
nature is simply reflecting the cruelty and devastation that we
impose on it? Is it so hard to
understand that if we don’t fix
the climate crisis in our lifetime, the future generations will
have to deal with an uninhabitable planet?
Planting trees in degraded
ecosystems, expanding wildlife
habitats, creating carbon sinks
in toxic urban spaces, raising
levels of water tables should
happen at a global lev. Change
must happen at macro and
micro level. The human disregard for ecology is already
throwing up dangerous outcomes.
Let us please stop cutting
trees in the name of ecotourism and for construction

°2WPaZWP5TPcdaTb

activities because trees are
essential for our collective wellbeing.
The human race can no
longer veer between greed and
helplessness. It is time for positive action because the planet
will always cater to our needs
but it cannot manage or accommodate our greed for more
and more.
We can all start small and
make a difference to the planet. Please do not throw garbage
or industrial effluents in the
rivers. Manage your waste
responsibly. Don’t disturb the
natural flow of rivers or the
sanctity of water bodies.
Whether you are an individual
or an industrialist, do not harm
nature just because it is convenient to do so.
Global warming is not an
abstract global issue. It concerns
each one of us. As individuals,
corporations and nations, if we
get rid of our greed, we will find
our way out of the hopelessness
we are trapped in currently.
Government regulations,
corporate accountability, individual and social responsibility all have a part to play in
managing this crisis. We have to
understand that real change
starts within and when we start
acting responsibly, we will ask
for accountability from governance, corporates and policy
makers as well.
Blame games are futile and
only accountability at all levels
can protect us and the planet
eventually.
(The author is the CEO of
Grow-Trees.com, a webenabled, cost-effective service
for individuals and companies
across the globe to help the
environment by planting
trees.)
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f we consider the situation of the world at present,
we would find that the people and their leaders are
Ipretty
confused. One cause of this confusion arises from
the wide gap between principles or precepts professed
and the practical acts performed. This was clearly seen
during the presidential elections in the world’s oldest
democratic country. Time and again, the leaders of
these powerful nations have expressed that the world’s
situation had changed
since the days of the
Cold War, and that it
would, therefore, be
wrong to continue with
old politics, systems
and methods. Many
among them had also
expressed themselves,
on many occasions, in
favour of taking steps
to correct the wrongs
done by their predecessors. As a result of
these statements, it was
expected that these
leaders would practice
giving more freedom
and democracy to their
people.
But, nothing of that kind happened due to difference of opinion with the opposition, thus causing innumerable problems for such leaders at home and overseas. So, at this moment, most of these powerful leaders of the world seem to be confused as to whether they
should follow the path of peace and harmony or get
their country into a war-like situation. Since they are
confused, some of these leaders make a show of their
military might by sending their armed forces to the borders of some adjoining countries, but would not take
any strong military action, because such a step would
be against the principles of democracy and the regulations laid down by UN or that it would tarnish their
image. Thus, presently there is a lot of confusion
because of the gap between principles and practice.
The same confusion prevails almost in every other
developing country today, where the people in power
think that they should adopt a strong-arm policy
towards the extremists and should take all steps to curb
the separatist tendencies. Then one fine day they suddenly decide that this will not work, and that instead,
they should take a reconciliatory stance. This whole
confusion continues because they feel that the government would have the policy of giving a healing and
soothing touch to the extremists, but, when it comes
to practice, they find it hard to implement this policy
and thus get confused. Another cause of confusion generally arises from man’s two opposite kinds of desires
or motives.
One sometimes has noble thoughts in the mind and
desires to elevate themselves, morally and spiritually.
However, there are times when one has to deal with
unprecedented circumstances that require worldly solutions, which involve some drastic measures. One, therefore, finds oneself in a fix as to what to do? The pull
of either of these — the nobler and the baser motives
— is strong, as are man’s mutually contradictory desires
to rise higher and to come out successful by taking the
earthly course. These mutually contradictory desires
and motives make him feel ambivalent and confused.
One also finds that there are various kinds of pressures
acting on the individual. One has also built up some
prejudices in one’s mind and , sometimes, indulges in
acts of repressing one’s own thoughts. All these make
a man’s vision blurred, his mind clouded, his intellect indecisive and his mental state confused.
This is the present state of affairs of man and the
world. So, in short, we can say that currently people
are in a state of confusion. There is no such theory
given by any man that has at its core the potential
that can serve all fields of knowledge and can thus
eliminate confusion of man and enlighten him truly
and totally. Not many of us know about the treasure
of wisdom that is given by the infallible and all-perfect Supreme Almighty only once in a cycle of Time
when the whole world is to be transformed into a
holy, happy and healthy world. And, that time is now.
So, it can be said with a clarion call that the time for
world transformation is now, when all sorts of confusion can be removed.
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INDIA STARE AT EXIT AFTER BEING WALLOPED BY NZ
?C8Q 3D108

ndia's superstar cricketers were
pummelled on a second-straight
Sunday as a disciplined New
Zealand firmly pushed them towards
the exit door with an easy eightwicket victory in the ICC T20 World
Cup here.
The defeat that puts India in serious danger of losing out on a semifinal berth also raises questions
about outgoing T20 skipper Virat
Kohli's abject failure to win an ICC
tournament in four attempts as captain.
While Kohli is set to step down
from T20 captaincy, this defeat puts
his ODI leadership future also in
doubt.
If Pakistan match was a humiliating experience, the encounter
against New Zealand was embarrassing to say the least as a meagre target of 111 was chased down by Daryl
Mitchell (49 off 35 balls) and skipper Kane Williamson (33 not out off
31 balls) in only 14.3 overs.
This was after India managed
110 for 7 in 20 overs in which they
didn't effectively score runs in nine
of those overs (54 dot balls).
Worse, they were just able to hit
a single boundary between overs 8
and 15 when two spinners were in
operation.
The equation for India now gets
muddled up and only Afghanistan's
victory over New Zealand can raise

I

hopes of an outside chance to qualify for the semi-finals.
That too if they win all their
remaining matches against
Afghanistan, Namibia and Scotland.
But for all practical purposes,
Kohli's team, with its archaic version
of T20 cricket, does not deserve a
place in the last four.
New Zealand exposed the outfit's inadequacies, mostly poor mindset and atrocious shot selection,
something that was exploited to the
hilt by Pakistan just a week back.

Post World T20, a lot of senior
players may not be seen playing the
shortest format as the one thing that
this team swears by -- playing fearless cricket -- was nowhere to be
seen.
It seemed like catching practice
for the New Zealand team as most of
the batters were out in the deep trying to force the pace and failing miserably. There were 54 dot balls,
which meant that India didn't score
any runs in nine of their 20 overs.
There were no demons in the

track and India's shoddy show with
the willow was a consequence of
poor team selection, not relying on
form players and the failure to have
any flexibility in the side, which
lacked proper multi-skilled cricketers.
And true to 'Murphy's Law' that
"anything that can go wrong will go
wrong at the worst possible time", the
team simply fell apart.
For example, Rohit Sharma and
Virat Kohli both lost form at the
same time. The middle-order, which
was a worry, remained so and Hardik
Pandya as a batter completely
flopped on big days.
He did bowl an over but one didn't need to be an expert to understand that he is far from being
bowling fit.
But the biggest of them all was
how a country, whose players are considered masters of spin bowling,
looked clueless against the slow stuff.
Just like the Pakistan game, the
spinners -- left-arm orthodox Mitchell
Santner (4-0-15-0) and leg-spinner
Ish Sodhi (4-0-17-2) -- caught India
by the scruff of their necks, giving
away only 32 runs in eight overs.
India tweaked their batting order
but it hardly paid any dividends as
there was no firepower in the power
play and 40 for 3 in eight overs could
have only spelt doom.
Ishan Kishan tried to whip one off
Trent Boult (4-0-20-3) but was caught
at deep square leg boundary by

Santner.
KL Rahul (18) hit a couple of
boundaries but not for a moment during his 16-ball stay at the crease, did
he look confident enough to take on
the bowlers.
Tim Southee (4-0-26-1), at the
stroke of power play, exposed Rahul's
problems against short ball as the
pull-shot was collected by Santner,
who got his second of the night.
Rohit Sharma (14) was gone
when Ish Sodhi pitched one slightly
on the shorter length, he tried to pull
it in front of square but was caught by
a tumbling Martin Guptill, who
judged it well enough to make it 40
for three.
Kohli, who of late, is playing the
role of an anchor, never got going and
during his laboured presence at the
wicket, only increased the pressure on
the team.
Sodhi tossed one conventional
leg-break outside the off-stump and
the Indian captain, trying to hit
against the turn, could only find Boult
at the long-on boundary.
Pandya (23 off 24 balls), in his
current form, is not a threat for any
team and Rishabh Pant, after being
kept quiet by the two Black Caps spinners, got one fast and straight from
Milne, which breached his defence.
Once Pant was gone, any chance
of winning the game was also
thrown out of the Dubai
International Stadium, and deep
into the Arabian Sea.
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acers Hamid Hassan and Naveenul-Haq shared six wickets between
them in impressive bowling spells
as Afghanistan crushed Namibia by 62
runs in their Super 12 match of the T20
World Cup here on Sunday.
Opting to bat, Afghanistan posted
160 for five thanks to handy contributions from Hazratullah Zazai (33),
Mohammad Shahzad (45), Asghar
Afghan (31) -- who was playing his last
international match -- and Mohammad
Nabi (32 not out).
With the ball, the Afghans restricted Namibia to 98 for nine for their second win in the tournament.
Chasing 161, Namibia lost three
wickets inside the power play and
could never recover from there. Naveenul-Haq (3/26) removed Craig Williams
(1) and Michael van Lingen (11) early
in a spell of 2/2 and then added anoth-

P

er wicket later on. Hamid Hassan (3/9
from 4 overs) tormented the Namibia
middle-order as he got the wickets of
captain Gerhard Erasmus (12), topscorer David Wiese (26) and JJ Smit (0).
Namibia were 29 for three in 5.2
overs with Gulbadin Naib (2/19) chipping in with the wicket of Jan LoftieEaton (11).
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ndian captain Virat Kohli on Sunday
criticised the scheduling of his team's
first two matches in the ICC T20
World Cup here, saying that spreading
the games over more than a week was
"ridiculous". India, who are taking on
New Zealand in a vital match this
evening,
"It's ridiculous, we are playing twice
in 10 days. Too long a break...," Kohli said
at the toss ahead of their match against
New Zealand here.
"I think it works really well for us
from all point of views. Knowing that we
have played a full-fledged season already,
we played the IPL, which is very high
octane by itself in testing conditions here
in the UAE, and then we come into the
World Cup" Kohli had said.
"So for us, these big breaks are def-

Star spinner Rashid Khan (1/14
from 4 overs), who was introduced in
the eighth over, got Zane Green out for
1 in his first delivery of the day as
Namibia found themselves tottering.
Green missed the ball completely
and he was cleaned up.
The asking rate was rising as
Namibia needed 106 from the back end
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tar Bangladesh all-rounder Shakib
Al Hasan has been ruled out of the
Songoing
T20 World Cup after failing

I

initely something that's going to help us
as a team to be in the prime physical condition that we need to be to play this high
intensity tournament," he had gone on to
add.
On Sunday, his view changed but he
acknowledged that the long break helped
his players recover from niggles and other
minor injuries.

to recover from a hamstring injury,
multiple reports stated on Sunday.
The 34-year-old veteran has been
enduring an underwhelming tournament, having failed with the bat and
claimed just two wickets so far.
"He couldn't recover from the
hamstring injury he suffered against
West Indies," 'ESPNcricinfo' reported.
Bangladesh-based website 'bdcrictime' quoted an unnamed team source
as saying that Shakib will head to the
USA to be with his family.
"Shakib's injury did not heal. He
is unlikely to play in the next two
matches. Shakib will leave team hotel
tomorrow or day after tomorrow's
match.

of their innings and having lost four
wickets, their woes continued with captain Erasmus getting out in the 11th
over as a yorker from Hassan crashed
on to his leg stump.
Earlier, Afghan played a nice little
cameo to score 31 off 23 balls in his
farewell game, which helped
Afghanistan post 160 for five.
Afghanistan made a strong start,
reaching to 50 for no loss at the end of
power play, with the opening pair of
Zazai and Shahzad sharing a 53-run
stand in 6.4 overs.
But Afghanistan fizzled out after
that as wickets fell at regular intervals
and there was no substantial partnership. They recovered a bit towards the
end, scoring 51 from the last five
overs, thanks to Afghan.
The 33-year-old right-handed
batter, who was earlier known as
Asghar Stanikzai, has played six Tests,
114 ODIs and 75 T20Is after making
debut in 2009.
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teary-eyed Asghar Afghan
said his decision to retire in
A
the middle of the ongoing T20
World Cup was triggered by the
pain that he and his teammates
endured after Afghanistan's
heart-breaking loss to Pakistan in
their previous match.
Afghanistan suffered a fivewicket loss in their Super 12
match against Pakistan in which
Asif Ali smashed four sixes in the
penultimate over, with the team
requiring 24 off the last two
overs, to end the contest .
Less than 24 hours after the
match, former skipper Afghan,
who holds the record of most
T20I wins as captain, announced
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Suryakumar Yadav rested from NZ game
?C8Q 3D108

iddle-order
batter
Suryakumar Yadav was
M
on Sunday rested from India's
important T20 World Cup
game against New Zealand
after he "complained of backspasm", leading to a forced
change in the playing eleven.
"Suryakumar Yadav complained of back spasms. He has
been advised rest by the BCCI
Medical Team and has stayed

back at the team hotel," BCCI
media team said in a statement.
Suryakumar's fitness issue
opened the doors for Ishan
Kishan's World Cup debut and
perhaps also help India rejig
their batting order with KL
Rahul playing in the middleorder and bolstering the endgame. India have already made
a few strategic and combination
errors and Suryakumar's injury
only helped them in course
correction, albeit accidentally.
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ndia T20 skipper Harmanpreet Kaur and
all-rounder Deepti Sharma delivered
Iplayer-of-the-match
performances for

his decision to retire after the
match against Namibia.
"In the last match, we were
hurt too much, and that's why I
decided to retire," Asghar, who
has led Afghanistan in 115
matches, said wiping his tears
during a chat after the end of the
first innings.
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their respective teams in the Women's Big
Bash League on Sunday.
Harmanpreet first took a couple of
wickets with her off-spin before smashing
an unbeaten 73 off 46 balls as Melbourne
Renegades defeated Adelaide Strikers by six wickets here.
Harmanpreet, who has struggled with fitness and form over
the past 12 months, has been impressive in the WBBL. India batter Jemimah Rodrigues scored a handy 27 off 16 balls for the
Renegades. In Launceston, Deepti starred in Sydney Thunder's
77-run win over Hobart Hurricanes. She scored 20 off 15 balls
before producing a match-winning spell .
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coach, similar disappointfor Barcelona.
Newment
Barcelona was held to a 1-1
draw at home by lowly Alavés in
the debut of caretaker coach
Sergi Barjuan, while Real Madrid
and Sevilla both won on Saturday
to leave the Catalan club even further behind in the Spanish league.
Vinícius Júnior took over the
scoring duties from Karim
Benzema by netting twice in
Madrid's 2-1 win at 10-man
Elche. Madrid, Sevilla and Real
Sociedad are at the top of the
standings. Sociedad can reclaim
the outright lead on Sunday at
home against regional rival
Athletic Bilbao.
Barcelona was left in ninth
and eight points adrift after four
wins in 10 games.
Barjuan, a former Barcelona
player who until Thursday was its
reserve team coach, did not waver
from the lineup and 4-3-3 forma-

tion used by Ronald Koeman,
who was fired this week after one
too many defeats.
The outcome was again overwhelming possession for
Barcelona with very little to show
for it.
Memphis Depay gave
Barcelona the lead with a wonderful strike from outside the area in
the 49th minute, only for Luis
Rioja to dribble through the center of the hosts' painfully passive
defense and equalize three min-

utes later.
Rioja dribbled past three
Barcelona players before a quick
passing combination with Joselu
Mato fooled Gerard Pique and left
Rioja alone to round Marc-Andre
ter Stegen and roll the ball home.
Depay's shot off the post was
the hosts' only clear chance for a
winner.
“I had little time to work but
I tried to organize my players in
attack and defense and I think
that went well, but when there is
a negative result it is difficult to
digest,” Barjuan said. “There is a
long way to go in the league. The
only way to get back in it is by
winning.”
Unless Barcelona quickly
finds a full-time coach, Barjuan
could still be charge on Tuesday
when Barcelona travels to
Ukraine to face Dynamo Kyiv in
a match that it needs to win to
boost its chances of avoiding
elimination from the Champions
League group stage.
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hree-time Indian Premier
League
champions
Chennai Super Kings on
Sunday honoured Olympic
gold medallist Neeraj Chopra
by presenting him Rs one crore
in recognition of his historic
feat at the Tokyo Games.
A cheque of Rs one crore
on behalf of Chennai Super
Kings Cricket Limited was presented to the Olympic champion javelin thrower here.
CSK also presented a special jersey with the number
8758 as a mark of respect to
Chopra, who joined Abhinav
Bindra as only the second
Indian individual gold medallist in the Olympics, a press
release said.
“The entire nation is proud
of Neeraj for his stupendous
achievement. By becoming the
first Indian to win a medal in
track and field, he has set a
benchmark," CSK CEO said.

T

ejounte Murray had 23
points and nine assists,
D
and the San Antonio Spurs

"He is an inspiration for the
next generation. 87.58 is a
number that will forever be
etched in Indian sporting history and it's an honour for us
to present this special jersey to
Neeraj.
After receiving the award
and special jersey, the 23-year
old Chopra said that the past
two months have been an
opportunity for him to experience new things.

pulled away in the final
minutes for a 102-93 victory over the Milwaukee
Bucks that snapped a fourgame losing streak.
Derrick White added 17
points and Bryn Forbes
scored 16 against his former
team to help the Spurs (24) take down the defending
NBA champions on the
road.
Giannis
Antetokounmpo
led
Milwaukee (3-3) with 28
points and 13 rebounds but
was in foul trouble in the
second
half.
Khris
Middleton had 19 points for
the Bucks, who lost their
second straight home game.
Keldon Johnson's 3pointer from the corner
gave the Spurs a 92-85 lead

with 2:22 left, and Murray
scored the next five San
Antonio points to extend
the margin to 97-87 with
1:12 remaining.
The Bucks made just 10
of 39 attempts from 3-point
range and shot 40.4% overall (36 of 89).
San Antonio held a slim
lead for much of the first
half, but a 3-pointer from
Middleton and a fast-break

dunk by George Hill
allowed Milwaukee to tie
the score at 34 with seven
minutes left in the second
quarter.
Milwaukee led 47-45 at
halftime despite hitting just
18 of 44 field goals (40.9%)
and going only 4 of 20 from
3-point distance. San
Antonio made 18 of 50
field goals (36%) and was 5
of 18 on 3s.

